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Figure 1: Guide to Buy Something
designed by Dave Hakkens

Abstract

Waste is one of the core problems in sustainable city design. In current city planning
waste management systems are often disregarded. However, concepts that deal with
waste and resources within urban areas are getting more and more attention. ‘Zero waste’
is one of the most visionary concepts for solving waste problems. The concept of the
zero waste neighbourhood includes a 90% recycling rate and recovery of all resources
from waste materials. However, it has been found that there are many challenges
in the development of zero waste concepts in the urban context. The challenges
relate to social, political, economic, technological and environmental contexts. This
thesis focuses on Buiksloterham, a neighbourhood in Amsterdam. In order to design
(spatial) interventions for zero waste Buiksloterham, 31 solutions are developed that
aim to reduce, re-use and recycle household waste in the urban district. These general
solutions are combined in the booklet ‘Waste Solutions to use in Urban Districts’.
An integrated approach has resulted in the design of seven zero waste interventions
for Buiksloterham. The design showed that there are five conditions that contribute
to the development of Buiksloterham as zero waste neighbourhood: the available
space, the mixed use area development, the level of participation of stakeholders,
the different stages of development and the scale. The interventions in Buiksloterham
can provide interesting urban program, contribute to the urban quality of the area
and create a new public domain. It has been estimated that by implementing the
interventions Buiksloterham could transform in a 85% zero waste neighbourhood. The
design has resulted in five recommendations for zero waste Buiksloterham and five
recommendations for zero waste Amsterdam. It has been found that in the transition
to circular cities there is more needed than urban design. We have to think and act
different and we have to invest in new ways of working, producing and consuming.
However, this thesis showed that zero waste interventions can be integrated in an
urban area, can bring urban quality and in that way can contribute to the achievement
of the zero waste goal.

key words - zero waste, circular cities, circular economy, waste solutions, urban
metabolism, urban design, Buiksloterham, Amsterdam

Figure 2: Van Dijk & Ko., Buiksloterham
Photo by Anne Lammers

1.0 Introduction

1.0 Introduction

Towards Sustainable Cities
Climate change is an urgent issue and cities are the center of discussion addressing
this phenomenon. Cities are covering only 2 percent of the earth’s surface, but are

‘The urbanized environment of the city is increasingly the
place where solutions for waste reduction must and will be
found. In this effort, every city will have to find its ideal
set of particular solutions, or ‘localized responses, to resolve
questions of material flows and the management of waste
streams.’
Lehmann (2013)

responsible for the consumption of 75% of the world’s energy resources and 80% of
all greenhouse gas emissions (de Haas, 2015, Van Timmeren and Henriques, 2015).
Hajer and Dassen (2010): ‘The 20th first century cities run on fossil energy that cause
global warming, they extract too much drinking water, do not recoup waste water and
nutrients and pile up waste resources, such as phosphorous, flow into our rivers and
seas where they cause environmental havoc.’ Van Timmeren and Henriques (2015)
agree and point out that by means of technology and ‘the highly interconnected
nature and demands of the global economy’ cities are transcending the resource
capacity of its surrounding hinterlands. Nowadays cities are dependent on material
input from far away. These inflows stay in the urban areas and become then part of the
urban ecosystem ‘in the form of landfills, wastewater treatment plants and physical
infrastructure while the outflows of urban spaces are exported back to the hinterlands
and distant localities as pollutants and consumer products’. Studies in industrial
ecology refer to these material and energy flows as a city’s urban metabolism (Van
Timmeren and Henriques, 2015).
Zaman and Lehmann (2011) point out that it is very challenging to design sustainable
cities: ‘among all key challenges, waste management is one of the most important
challenges for sustainable city design’. Within the city planning process sectors like
water or energy have received much attention, however waste management systems
are often disregarded in current city planning. Zapata and Hall (2013) explain that due
to the challenges of climate and environmental change, the contribution of cities to
global warming and natural resource depletion, sustainable urban waste management
becomes essential for cities and their footprint.
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2.0 Problem Statement
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Figure 3: School children pass by garbage in Kibera slum Nairobi, Kenya
Photo by Manoocher Deghati/IRIN
Figure 4: Overfull Bins in the Netherlands
Photo by Merits
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2.0 Problem Statement

Figure 5: Urban Waste Stream
adopted from Wheeler (2013)

6

Figure 6: Asian e-waste traffic
Philippe Rekacewicz, UNEP/GRID-Arendal
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Waste - Zaman and Lehmann (2013) believe that waste

broken household items, ash, food waste and packaging)

for solving waste problems (Zaman and Lehmann, 2013).

and local governance and therefore it is important to look

is the symbol of inefficiency of any modern society and

per day. By 2000, 2.9 billion people living in cities (49%

The circular economy model aims to ‘design out’ waste

at how global discourses and narratives of sustainable

a representation of misallocated resources. The Waste

of the world’s population), creating more than 3 million

(MacArthur, 2013). Urban mining is a term used for the

development

Framework Directive defines waste as ‘any substance

tonnes of waste per day (Hoornweg, Bhada-Tata et al.,

recovering of raw materials from sewage, rivers or urban

resource use, global environmental responsibility and

or object which the holder disposes of or is required to

2013). Currently, world cities generate about 1.3 billion

waste flows for example and can become a new source

discourses of ecological modernization are shaping local

dispose of’. In Europe over 2 billion tonnes of waste are

tonnes of solid waste per year. This volume is expected

of materials for agriculture and the commodity market

practices and vice versa.

generated each year, including 200 million tonnes of

to increase to 2.2 billion tonnes by 2025 (Hoornweg and

(Tillie, Klijn et al., 2014). According to Hoornweg et al.

Zapata and Hall (2013) explain that ‘meta-organisations,

municipal waste. Over the last years the amount of waste

Bhada-Tata, 2012).

(2013) industrial ecology theories are needed to design

such as the EU or the Organisation for Economic

generated in Europe is still increasing (Hansen, Christopher

The increase of waste flows is mainly an urban issue -

industrial and urban systems to conserve materials. This

Co-operation

et al., 2002). Hoornweg, Bhada-Tata and Kennedy (2013)

not only because of the increasing population, but also

starts with studies of energy and material flows in the

introduction of supranational or global narratives such as

point out that waste is being generated faster than other

because city residents produce on average two to four

urban metabolism of cities.

the EU Waste Hierarchy Model (European Commission,

environmental pollutants, including greenhouse gases.

times more waste per person than do rural inhabitants

According to Hansen et. al (2002) ‘waste mountains have

(Hajer and Dassen, 2014). In rural communities there

Waste as a Glocal Problem - According to Zapata and Hall

which are translated into national, regional and municipal

become a danger not only to the environment but to

are fewer packaged products, less food waste and less

(2013): ‘Waste is a global product, produced locally, mostly

environment laws and policies’.

human health as well’.

manufacturing. A city resident therefore generates twice

in cities, and transported somewhere else, often to other

If we look at the urban waste stream of Wheeler (2013) in

Within the context of environmental protection waste

as much waste as a rural inhabitant. The fact that urban

locations in the same country or perhaps to developing

figure 5, the glocal problem of waste can be find as well.

management is defined as an important issue, as it is where

citizens are usually richer then rural inhabitants, makes

countries where regulation is less strict with respect to

In the traditional urban waste stream waste is exported to

the outputs of production, distribution and consumption

that they generate four times more waste (Hoornweg,

how it is managed and disposed of’. For the dispose of

other locations, while in the sustainable resource cycle the

connect with the natural environment-soil, air, water and

Bhada-Tata et al., 2013).

e-waste (electrical or electronic equipment which is waste)

reusing, recycling and recovering of waste materials takes

climate. However waste management is a complex theme

The challenges of the 21st century are the result of

the glocal character of the waste problem becomes visible

place near the use of the materials. Saldivar-Sali (2010)

with multiple areas to include, such as collection treatment,

‘resource overexploitation, consumption and ensuing

in the map of Asian e-waste traffic by Philippe Rekacewicz,

stresses the glocal problem of waste and point out that

final disposal of waste produced by households, small and

waste production at rates that exceed the biosphere’s

see figure 6. However there are no confirmed figures

nowadays societies and cities have to deal with resource

medium sized businesses, clinics, industry and agriculture

capacity for regeneration and waste assimilation’ (Dinca

available on how substantial these transboundary e-waste

scarcity and accumulating local, regional, and global

(Hansen, Christopher et al., 2002).

and McGraw, 2015). The OECD (2012) is projecting that

streams are. Estimates have been made that 50-80% of

pollutants.

the world’s economy and resource consumption will be

the collected domestic e-waste in the USA is not recycled

Waste as an Urban Problem - Waste has always been

doubled by 2030. According to Dinca and McGraw (2015)

locally, but transported to destinations such as China

Problem Statement - As described in the introduction,

directly related to human development and to human

it is important to separate economic growth from resource

(Widmer, Oswald-Krapf et al., 2005).

the development of sustainable urban waste management

settlements. According to Kennedy (2007) ‘settlement

consumption and waste production and to shift to ‘a path

Fagan (2003) looks at waste in a ‘multi scalar’ perspective,

systems is needed in the transition towards sustainable

implies accumulation, in numbers of people and also

that leaves less of a burden on the natural systems we

waste as a result of a complex global, national, local and

cities. Different concepts, models and ideas can be found

their waste’. As cities grow, the flow of energy and

depend upon’.

individual set of processes. In this context waste can be

related to waste and cities. Among others De Haas (2015)

material increases at the same time. In 1900, the world

Concepts, models and ideas that deal with waste and

seen as one of the glocal metaproblems for sustainable

explains that cities are responsible for the consumption

had 220 million urban residents (13% of the population),

resources within urban areas are getting more and more

development, it is a hybrid of global and local processes

of 75% of the world’s natural resources and 80% of all

producing less than 300,000 tonnes of waste (such as

attention. ‘Zero waste’ is one of the most visionary concepts

(Zapata & Hall, 2013). Waste is an issue of both global

greenhouse gas emissions. He emphasizes the transition
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and

competitiveness,

Development

material

(OECD),

scarcity,

drive

the

2008) or the Integrated Solid Waste Management (ISWM),
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household waste separation percentage
2014
towards circular cities. According to Koenders and de

cities lie in the different contexts and scales of waste. The

Vries (2015) the circular city is a metaphor for a new way

understanding social, economic, political, technical and

of looking at the city and of organizing it. The idea is

environmental context on different scales in the city is

that linear processes in the circular city, from extraction

needed to be able to design or plan a zero waste city.

to waste can be (partly) replaced by circular processes

Combining the concepts for waste management with

and that lasting connections can be made between flows

circular city and circular economy thinking can result in

(Koenders and De Vries, 2015). A circular society is less

an interesting approach towards circular cities which is

dependent on the import of scarce and precious resources

needed to deal with resource scarcity and accumulating

and at the same time the negative effects of production

local, regional and global pollutants.

and consumption will be limited (DRO Amsterdam, 2014).

The average Amsterdam citizen discards 370 kg waste

The circular economy is a concept that is related to the

per year (2013) and only 27% of the household waste in

circular city thinking. A circular economy is is an industrial

Amsterdam is collected separately, which is one of the

system that is restorative or regenerative by intention and

lowest percentages within the Netherlands (Hajer and

design and aims for the elimination of waste (MacArthur,

Dassen, 2014; Gemeente Amsterdam, 2015). However,

2013).

the numbers differ a lot. According to the waste statistics

The OECD projects a doubling of the world’s economy and

of Rijkswaterstaat, only 17% of the household waste was

resource consumption by 2030 (OECD, 2012). Therefore it

separated in 2014. The variety in numbers can be explained

is urgent that we separate economic growth from resource

by different measurement methods or definitions.

consumption and waste production (Dinca and McGraw,

According to Dinca and McGraw (2015) the transition

2015). Until now, working towards zero waste has become

towards a circular economy in Amsterdam implies waste

a worldwide movement that motivates changes in design

reduction,

that make it possible to disassemble and recycle products

expanding the discussion of waste management to include

(Zaman and Lehmann, 2013). According to Lehmann

the production and use of materials. Circular economy

(2010) cities are the places where zero waste concepts can

is about closing resource flows, using principles of

be embedded into practice by redesigning urban systems

ecosystems in our organization of society and businesses.

starting from ‘zero waste’ and material flows, transforming

The final result is an economy in which material flows are

existing cities and upgrading recycling infrastructure in

efficiently managed and recycled, that runs entirely on the

low-to-no carbon city districts. The concept of the ‘zero

basis of renewable energy and that does not effect human

waste city’ includes a 100% recycling rate and recovery

life or the ecosystem negatively. To make this transition

of all resources from waste materials generated in the

possible, changes need to be enforced to new models

city. Lehmann (2010) points out that the city district as

of production and consumption. Vested interests should

unit appears to be the effective scale to implement the

be challenged, as well as making investments in new

zero waste concept. Nevertheless, sustainable waste

technologies, ideas and concepts. Horizontal, bottom-

management is still a major problem for many cities and

up and decentralized initiatives should be permitted and

one of the greatest costs to municipal budgets (Zaman

promoted by the municipality to make the change towards

and Lehmann, 2011; Hoornweg, Bhada-Tata et al., 2013).

a fundamental transformation at the level of production

The challenges in the design and planning of zero waste

and consumption.
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3.0 Framework

Main Research Question
How could we develop/design Buiksloterham as a zero
waste neighbourhood and how could the outcome be
applied in the transition to circular cities?
Part B - Analyzing Waste in Buiksloterham - Research
Research Questions

question 2 can be answered by a descriptive research. This

1. What is a zero waste neighbourhood?

method generally involves study and analysis of source

2. What is waste in Buiksloterham and how is it managed?

material (Breen, 2002). Here it is the intention to give a

3. What are the challenges in the design of a zero waste

systematic explanation of the historical and current waste

neighbourhood?

management system in Buiksloterham and Amsterdam. In

4. How can we develop/design (spatial) interventions for

this way descriptive research will be used to understand

zero waste Buiksloterham?

the context of Buiksloterham. The techniques used to

5. How can we apply and use the design for Buiksloterham

answer research question 2 are mapping, MFA (Material

in Amsterdam?

Flow Analysis) and data analysis.

6. How can we relate the outcome to the studies of zero
Part C - Development of a Zero Waste Neighbourhood

waste cities?
7. How can we apply and use the outcome in the transition

Design - Research questions 3 and 4 can be answered

to circular cities?

by a combination of an empirical research and a design
research. In an empirical research the aim is to see if

3.1 RESEARCH APPROACH

certain, previously determined, hypotheses are correct

Jack Breen (2002) distinguishes three principal forms of

(Breen, 2002). The hypothesis found in part A will be

research: explorative, empirical and descriptive research.

used to develop the zero waste neighbourhood design.

This thesis is mainly an explorative research project, in

The techniques used to answer sub research question 4

which the ‘what, how and why’ questions are central to

and 5 are literature study, case studying, interviewing of

the research. I divided my research in five different parts.

stakeholders in Buiksloterham, design, simulating, testing
and reflecting.

Part A - Literature Study - Research question 1 can
be answered by an explorative research. ‘The point of

part D - Reflecting - Research questions 5 and 6 can be

departure in an explorative research is usually a set of

answered by an empirical research. These questions relate

notions or assumptions. The aim is to create insights:

to part A , B and C and try to reflect the design in the

to identify, define and illustrate relevant phenomena,

context of Amsterdam and within the field of zero waste

to explain specific characteristics and effects and (inter)

studies. The techniques used to answer research question

relationships. The aim of such an approach is generally

5 and 6 are design, reflecting and concluding.

to formulate hypotheses, leading to more focused,
empirical research’ (Breen, 2002). Insights in waste and

Part E - Concluding - Research question 7 tries to draw

zero waste neighbourhoods will be created. I will look for

the conclusion of the thesis and aims for suggestions for

specific characteristics and relationships. The conclusion

further research.

of this research question will be an hypothesis about
the relationship between waste and the concept of zero

The research framework, see figure 7, represents an

waste cities, functioning as starting point for the rest of

hourglass. The shape of the hourglass reflects that at the

the questions. The techniques used to answer research

beginning the research is quite broad, becomes more

question 1 are a literature study and literature review

specific during the design for Buiksloterham and will be

(comparing and concluding).

broadened again in the reflection and conclusion.

22

Figure 7: Research Framework
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3.2 RELEVANCE
Social Relevance - Nowadays a large amount of waste is being produced by the
consumption-driven society. The photography project of Gregg Segal shows the
amounts of waste produced by household in seven days, see figure 9 and 10. The
generation of waste creates a huge pressure for the city authority to manage waste in
a sustainable manner (Zaman & Lehmann, 2011). According to Hoornweg et. al (2013)
solid-waste management is one of the greatest costs to municipal budgets. Trouw (12
September 2015) shows that Dutch cities have difficulties with managing their waste,
see figure 8. They point out that an innovative approach is missing regarding the waste
problem, while in the transition to a circular and green economy waste management is
really important.
As living standards around the world rise and urban populations stabilize, global solid
waste generation will peak. Improvement in this situation is really needed to lower the
impact of waste on our planet. Hoornweg et al. (2013): ‘Through a move towards stable
or declining populations, denser and better-managed cities consuming fewer resources,
and greater equity and use of technology, we can bring peak waste forward and down.
The environmental, economic and social benefits would be enormous.’ The societal
side of this transition is of great importance. Human behavior in the consumption of
resources and generation of waste (in lifestyles, values and personal behavior) can
change the way we deal with waste in our cities (Zaman & Lehmann, 2013).
Scientific Relevance - As described in the introduction, according to Zaman and
Lehmann (2011) ‘among all key challenges, waste management is one of the most
important challenges for sustainable city design’. Within the city planning process
9

sectors like water or energy have received much attention, however waste management
systems are often disregarded in current city planning.
Within the studies on (zero) waste there can be found different concepts, ideas,
explanations and theories, that are often contradicting or imprecise in nature. This
thesis can contribute to the field by providing a clear approach towards (zero) waste and
by developing a concrete design for a zero waste neighbourhood taking into account
different approaches, contexts and concepts.
Lehmann (2011) explains the importance of studying waste in the urban context: ‘Waste
was once seen as a burden on our industries and communities; however, shifting
attitudes and better understanding of global warming and the depletion of resources
have led to the identification of waste as a valuable resource that demands responsible
solutions for collecting, separating, nurturing, managing and recovering’ (Lehmann ,
2011). In this thesis I aim for a concrete design and solutions, embedded in the urban
context.
The Environmental Technology and Design chair of the department of Urbanism
describes metabolism as ‘a framework for modeling complex urban systems’ material
and energy flows as if the city were an ecosystem’. The dynamics of cities are studied
in relation to scarcity, carrying capacity and conservation of mass and energy. The
chair combines the technical and social perspective by including the idea that human
settlements are able to adapt to environmental conditions. In contrast to many natural

8

entities a human settlement has the ability to be self-aware of its actions (and the

10
Figure 8:
article Trouw 12 September 2015
Dutch cities have difficulties with
managing their waste
Figure 9 and 10: Photos from the
Project Seven Days of Garbage
Photography Project by Gregg Segal

24

effects of those action) and adjust behavior if necessary. This thesis has a direct link
to this research approach. I investigate the complex flow of waste within the urban
context of Amsterdam. The dynamics of different scales will be combined with technical
solutions, economic changes and the social side of waste, in the form of behavior,
support and actions. This thesis adopts the research approach of the Urban Metabolism
research group by rethinking the waste flow in the urban, social and technical context.

25
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3.3 ETHICAL APPROACH
Zapata and Hall (2013) explain that the saying ‘one man’s trash is
another man’s treasure’ is not just an indication of the marketization
of waste, but says also something about how waste is socially
constructed. The meanings of waste and the values that relate to
waste, differ per place, society, culture, economy, market, space
and time. To understand how a society looks at waste, the waste
infrastructures created to store waste are a good reflection. It is
therefore important to study the place, society, culture, economy,
market, space and time in this project to understand waste in its
totality.
In the book ‘The Ethics of Waste’ Hawkins (2006) agrees with
Zapata and Hall. He stresses that social imaginaries play a crucial
role in the formation of our subjective understandings of waste and
the environment. He thinks that ‘it is impossible to change waste
practices without implicating the self in a process of reflexivity and
without asking people to implicitly or explicitly think about the way
they live’ (Hawkins, 2006).
Finally it is of great importance to understand and explore the ethical
side of waste, because it really relates to culture, social constructs and
personal considerations. The example of bread waste in Amsterdam
is helpful to keep in mind. In many Islamic cultures bread is holy and
should be returned to the earth. You could often find bread on the
Figure 11: Exhibition and Test Situation Bread
Fermentor in the Kolenkitbuurt by PinkPony Express
Photo by Marc Faasse

11
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Figure 12: One man’s trash is another man’s treaure,
Copenhagen
Photo by Freya MComish

streets in the Kolenkitbuurt, a neighbourhood in Amsterdam, which
attracted pests. Therefore the artists of PinkPony Express developed
a small scale fermentor in the Kolenkitbuurt to convert the bread into
biogas to produce energy for the neighbourhood, see figure 11. I
think this is a good example of rethinking waste, taking into account
the ethical side.

27

4.0 Research Results
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4.0 Research Results
4.1 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

as ‘any substance or object which the holder discards or
intends or is required to discard’.

Waste - If we look at zero waste concepts, it is essential

Baker et al. (2004) distinguish four approaches to describe

to understand what waste is and what waste means. Waste

waste: the origin of waste (what activity generates waste?),

is a complex, subjective and sometimes controversial

composition (what is waste made of?), toxicity (how

issue. There are many ways to define, describe and count

dangerous is it for human health and the biosphere?) and

waste, depending on how you look at it. It is therefore

management (how is waste handled, who is in charge?),

interesting to compare the different views on waste and

see figure 13. These different approaches might overlap

find relationships between them (Baker, Bournay et al.,

as well.

2004). I will discuss some concepts and ideas around
waste in order to propose a definition and understanding

Origin - While developing a definition of waste to use in

of waste.

the context of the urban environment, firstly the origin is

In the Online Oxford Dictionaries waste is defined as:

an important approach to look at. The World Bank uses
the typical waste generators/economies to understand

Waste - unwanted or unusable material, substances, or by-

the types of solid waste. They distinguish nine different

products

sources of waste: agricultural, medical, process, municipal
services,

construction

and

demolition,

institutional,

However, the word waste is often associated with words

commercial, industrial and residential (Hoornweg and

like trash, rubbish, garbage and refuse. The difference

Bhada-Tata, 2012). They group waste from municipal

between the words is not always clear. In the Online

services,

Oxford Dictionaries we can find the definitions:

commercial, industrial and residential sources in the

construction

and

demolition,

institutional,

category Municipal Solid Waste (MSW). MSW relates
Trash - chiefly North American Waste material; refuse

to the urban environment and is therefore key to this
thesis. Hajer and Dassen (2014) point out that within the

Rubbish - chiefly British waste material; refuse or litter

Netherlands household, or residential, waste is 15% of all
the MSW waste generated. Industries, commercial bodies

Garbage - rubbish or waste, especially domestic refuse

and businesses are producing the remaining 85% of waste
(Hajer and Dassen, 2014).

Litter - rubbish such as paper, tins, and bottles left lying
in an open or public place

Composition - There are five categories of household
waste (Rousta and Dahlen, 2015):

Debris - scattered pieces of rubbish or remains

- recyclable material such as metal, paper and plastic
packaging

Refuse - matter thrown away or rejected as worthless;

- organic waste such as food waste

rubbish

- bulky waste such as white goods, furniture, and tires
that should be collected separately and transferred to

According to Hawkins (2006) the simplest definition of

appropriate industries for treatment

waste is ‘discarded, expelled, or excess matter’. Terms like

- hazardous waste such as batteries, electronics and

‘rubbish’ or ‘litter’ describe the random by-products of

chemicals

daily life, while ‘waste’ invokes a much more complicated

- sanitary waste such as tissues and diapers

set of meanings (Hawkins, 2006). Strasser (2000) explains

Figure 13: Different Approaches in Defining Waste
adopted from Baker et al. (2004)
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that ‘waste’ is just one among many terms for garbage,

This shows that the composition of waste is important to

debris, rubbish, trash (Strasser, 2000). What we can

understand in the definition of waste, because that relates

conclude from the definitions of the Oxford dictionaries

to the way the waste is managed. In the Circular Economy

and the definition of Hawkins (2006) is that waste covers

concept of Ellen MacArthur (2013), waste is divided into

a broader context than the other words. In the European

two categories of composition: technical nutrients and

Waste Framework Directive waste is therefore defined

biological nutrients. Technical nutrients are polymers,
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Figure 14: Ad Lansink speaking in the Dutch House of Representatives
Photo by Rob Croes/Anefo

Figure 15: The Ladder of Lansink

Figure 16: The Expanded Ladder of Lansink

alloys, valuable, high-tech synthetics and other man-made

incineration and finally landfilling, see figure 15. In 2000

- think in systems

and recover all resources, and not burn or bury them.

materials and biological nutrients are minerals, food and

the Ladder of Lansink is expanded by among others

- waste is food

Implementing Zero Waste will eliminate all discharges

biodegradable packaging.

Kristinsson (Van Timmeren, 2006), see figure 16. In 2008

‘Waste does not exist when the biological and technical

to land, water or air that are a threat to planetary,

the waste hierarchy was introduced in Europe by the

components (or ‘nutrients’) of a product are designed by

human, animal or plant health.

Management - The third way to define waste is by its

European Commission and resulted in a zero landfill policy

intention to fit within a biological or technical materials

management. Here the urban environment plays an

for Europe.

cycle,

important role. The way of collection, transport and

The Waste Hierarchy is often explained as the Three R’s:

(MacArthur, 2013).

planners in zero waste concepts, because cities are the

treatment of waste is interesting to look at when defining

reduce, reuse, recycle. Wheeler (2013) emphasizes the

The zero waste concept is a continuation of the system

place where zero waste concepts can be embedded into

waste. Also the life cycle approach, in which waste is

balance between the three. Traditionally recycling was the

thinking in waste management. Zaman and Lehmann (2011)

practice by redesigning urban systems with ‘zero waste’

treated as a resource, is included in the management

most important. Policy programs on recycling are the most

point out that ‘to make the ‘zero waste city’ concept a

and material flow in mind according to Lehmann (2010).

definition of waste. If there is a solution to use the waste

public and visible type of sustainable resource use activity,

reality, we will need to rethink the way we design, produce,

In the ‘zero waste city’ strategy, existing cities need to be

in our society, we should call them ‘resources’ instead

something that ordinary citizens can easily participate in.

maintain/operate and recycle all products, buildings,

re-engineered to become more sustainable and resilient.

(Lehmann, 2010; Rousta and Dahlen, 2015).

However Wheeler (2013) points out that reduction of the

neighbourhoods, and cities’. Connett (2013) states that

Material flows in a zero waste city should be circular and

designed

for

disassembly

and

refurbishment’

There is a growing interest from architects and urban

solid waste flow is much more beneficial for sustainable

‘a zero waste strategy says no to incinerators, no to

resources should be used efficiently (see figure 17)(Zaman

The Zero Waste Concept - For centuries waste was

development. These other alternatives require more

mega landfill, no to the throwaway society and yes to a

and Lehmann, 2011).

regarded as pollution that had to be collected, hidden and

fundamental changes in consumer attitudes, business

sustainable society’. In 2004 the Zero Waste International

While studying waste management systems the social,

buried, whereas nowadays little by little waste is no longer

procedures and economic ideology. The last years system

Alliance (ZWIA) established a peer-reviewed definition of

economic, political, technological and environmental

seen as something to be disposed of, but as a resource to

thinking in waste management gets more attention. The

zero waste:

contexts are crucial to understand. I will discuss every

be recycled and reused. To understand the emergence of

Cradle to Cradle framework of McDonough and Braungart

the zero waste concept the change of thinking of waste

aims ‘waste’ to be input for another technological or

Zero Waste is a goal that is ethical, economical, efficient

over the past decades will be briefly explained.

biological

2010).

and visionary, to guide people in changing their

The commonly used model in waste management is the

Ellen MacArthur (2011) builds upon the Cradle to Cradle

lifestyles and practices to emulate sustainable natural

Social Context - The social context of the zero waste

Ladder of Lansink or the Waste Hierarchy. In 1979 the

concept and developed the Circular Economy model. The

cycles, where all discarded materials are designed to

city relates to the consumption and generation of waste

former Dutch politician Ad Lansink developed the concept

Circular Economy rests on five principles:

become resources for others to use.

(Zaman and Lehmann, 2011), (transformative) education,

of a waste hierarchy. The Waste Hierarchy is an order of

- design out waste

Zero Waste means designing and managing products

awareness, behaviour (Zaman, 2013), zero waste research

preference from prevention, to re-use of the product,

- build resilience through diversity

and processes to systematically avoid and eliminate the

and sustainable living (Zaman and Lehmann, 2013).

to re-use of the materials of a product (recycling), to

- rely on energy from renewable sources

volume and toxicity of waste and materials, conserve

Among the social aspects of waste management are the
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cycle

(McDonough

and

Braungart,

context separately in order to comprehend the zero waste
concept.
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Figure 17: Zero Waste City
Adopted from Zaman and Lehmann (2011b)

recycling

Figure 18: Spheres in a Zero Waste City
Adopted from Zaman and Lehmann (2011)
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problems of communication, public acceptance (NIMBY or

because appropriate recycling facilities can encourage

social compatibility), public participation in planning and

people to recycle their household waste. However, it

implementation, consumer behaviour, intergenerational

is important to understand the case and the context in

factors and changing value systems (Morrissey and

which the waste management system will be developed,

Browne, 2004). Zaman and Lehmann (2011) state that

because local understanding, participation and decision

personal behaviour change could transform our high-

support is needed for a durable, effective and sustainable

consuming society into a low-consuming society. The

waste management system. Zaman and Lehmann (2011)

introduction of an extended producer responsibility

therefore recommend that it is essential to understand

system in Germany appeared to be expensive and complex

human behavior in the consumption of resources and

and did not achieve the desired collection rates, because

generation of waste because the zero waste city will

they failed to mobilize a change in the social context, in

depend on lifestyle, values and personal behavior of the

the attitudes and behaviour (Zaman & Lehmann, 2011).

inhabitants.

Behaviour is complicated to understand because of the
many underlying influences. In various models around

Economic Context - The economic context includes the

recycling and waste minimization behaviour is found that

waste costs and benefits (Zaman and Lehmann, 2011),

behaviour is influenced by internal and external factors.

incentives (Zaman, 2013) and economic feasibility (Rousta

Internal factors are for example motivation, environmental

and Dahlen, 2015). Morrissey and Browne (2004) point out

knowledge, awareness and attitudes. External factors are

that the successful implementation of a waste management

public commitment, social environment, economic forces,

strategy will not just be based on economic criteria but

infrastructures and information campaigns. When external

also on stakeholder inclusion, intergenerational equity

and internal factors act synergistically there can be a

and the satisfaction of social needs. With a combination

large positive influence achieved on behaviour. Barriers,

of waste reduction initiatives and economic incentives

such as time and space available and the distance to a

communities can drastically reduce the residual fraction

container, can have a major negative influence on recycling

of waste (Connett, 2013). More fundamentally, according

behaviour. Recycling behaviour can be influenced by the

to Dinca and McGraw (2015) is important to separate

(urban) environment. Emotional connection to the natural

economic growth from resource consumption and waste

environment seems to be important in internal incentives

production and to shift to ‘a path that leaves less of a

to behaviour (Kollmuss and Agyeman, 2002). More direct

burden on the natural systems we depend upon’.

influence of urban environments can be achieved in the
external factors. Removing barriers can increase the

Political Context - The political context refers to waste

recycling rates. Urban designers can therefore take into

regulation and laws (Zaman and Lehmann, 2011), awareness

account the distance to containers, the way of collection

programs, compliance and auditing, waste export and

(within homes and public spaces), composting facilities,

import (Zaman, 2013), zero waste governance (Zaman and

the collection frequency and the layout of recycling places

Lehmann, 2013), zero-landfill legislation, zero-incineration
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legislation (Zaman and Lehmann, 2013). Zaman and

holistic research approach for the zero waste city. It shows

Lehmann (2011) point out that over the years, policies and

the complexity in designing zero waste cities, where the

regulations have a major influence on the development of

environmental sphere works as a rim for all other spheres

waste management systems. These policies and regulations

such as social, economic, political, and technological,

should be used in the development of more sustainable

and all those spheres are dynamic in nature. The tools,

systems. Regulatory waste policy includes governance,

methods,

regulation, strategies, planning and externalities in waste

managing waste in zero waste cities should be affordable

management systems. In recent years, knowledge and

in the socio-economic context, regulatory or manageable

awareness building on waste has been considered as the

in the socio-political context, applicable in the policy and

key criteria in improving and avoiding unnecessary waste

technological context, effective or efficient in the context

creation (Zaman, 2013). Saldivar-Sali (2010) offers some

of economy and technology, and finally all these aspects

practical advices and explains that ‘local governments

should be directly related to environmental sustainability

and agencies can influence solid waste generation,

according to Zaman and Lehmann (2011).

or

strategies

developed

for

recycling

or

reuse and recycling rates by providing material recovery
and recycling facilities at strategic locations’. Offering

Zero Waste Scales - Next to this integrated approach in

incentives to neighbourhoods, businesses that reuse,

zero waste developments, it is important to look at the

recycle or recover materials and other contributors to

scales of waste. Fagan (2003) approaches waste in a ‘multi

a circular economy can help in the transition towards

scalar’ perspective, waste as a result of a complex global,

sustainable waste management (Saldivar-Sali, 2010).

national, local and individual set of processes. According
to Zapata and Hall (2013) waste management is a hybrid

Technological

Context

context

of global and local processes (Zapata & Hall, 2013). It is

consists of various waste treatment technologies (Zaman

important to understand the scales that are involved in

and Lehmann, 2011), new technologies, new infrastructure

the waste management. The traditional, linear city export

and cleaner production (Zaman and Lehmann, 2013). In

its ‘out’ flow to far away, while a circular city is more self-

sustainable waste management it is not just the inclusion

sufficient and manages its own waste within or close to the

of waste treatment techniques that determines whether a

city. Metabolic (2014) developed a circular city framework,

program is sustainable or not, but whether the program is

see figure 19, an interpretation of the Von Thunen model,

accepted by the people who have to use it (Morrissey and

where the distance to a city determines the (optimal) land

Browne, 2004). Zaman and Lehmann (2011) recommend

use (DELVA Landscape Architects, Metabolic et al. 2016).

that the tools, systems and technologies used to achieve

The city center zone is characterized by a high density

holistic zero waste management strategies must be

and less flexibility in buildings or technical interventions.

affordable, practicable and efficient within the local

Energy, water and food are mostly imported from

conditions to optimize the transition of the city.

surrounding zones, but it is preferable to realize as

-

The

technological

much as possible local production. Within the ‘around
Environmental Context - The environmental context

city center’ zone there is much more opportunity to be

covers the environmental aspects (Zaman and Lehmann,

self-sufficient. This zone can function as a hub in smart

2011), environmental burdens, environmental benefits,

logistics and repairs. Water should be locally processed

health and safety (Zaman, 2013). Environmental emissions,

and new circular industries can be housed here (Gladek,

water, energy, resource depletion, as well as savings and

Van Odijk et al., 2014). The further from the city, the

recovery from waste are integrated in the environmental

more extensive the use of the land is (DELVA Landscape

context

environmental

Architects, Metabolic et al., 2016). It is important to keep

context are GHG emissions and environmental targets. In

in mind that what cannot be solved in one sphere, has the

the ‘spheres in a zero waste city’ figure (18) we can find the

preference to be solved in a nearby sphere.

(Zaman,

2013).

Indicators

of
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A Zero Waste Neighbourhood - As already is discussed in
the introduction, the city district as unit appears to be the
effective scale to implement the zero waste concept (Lehmann,
2010). Therefore this thesis focuses on the design of zero waste
neighbourhood. I use the waste definition of Baker (2004) to
define a zero waste neighbourhood.
Origin of Waste - the neighbourhood, households
Composition of Waste - The composition of waste relates to the
origin of waste: the household. The composition of the waste
consists of the five categories of household waste defined by
Rousta and Dahlen (2015) and the household waste water flow:
- recyclable material such as metal, paper and plastic packaging
- organic waste such as food waste
- bulky waste such as white goods, furniture, and tires that should
be collected separately and transferred to appropriate industries
for treatment
- hazardous waste such as batteries, electronics and chemicals
- sanitary waste such as tissues and diapers
- waste water (grey and black)
Waste Management - The waste management in a zero waste
neighbourhood can be related to the Ladder of Lansink. In the
first place avoid and reduce waste. Secondly, the recommended
split for a city’s municipal waste management (Lehmann, 2012):
re-use and recycling			

min. 60%

composting of organic waste		

20-30%

incineration with energy recovery		

max. 10%

					(only what cannot be recycled)
In the development of a zero waste neighbourhood it is essential
to use an integrated, holistic approach. Material flows should
be circular and resources should be used efficiently. Within the
development the social, economic, political, technological and
environmental contexts of waste management should be taken
into account.
Context - Understanding the different scales proved to be
important while developing a zero waste neighbourhood. The
preference is to manage all the household waste within the
neighbourhood limits, then within the city, the hinterlands, the
country, the neighbouring countries and the least preference has
the international scale.
A zero waste neighbourhood is a neighbourhood where 90%
of the generated household waste and waste water flows are
Figure 19: Circular City Framework
Adopted from Metabolic (Gladek et al., 2014)
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Figure 20: A Zero Waste Neighbourhood
Origin, Composition and Context

being re-used, recycled or composted, preferably within the
neighbourhood limits or in a close-by sphere.
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Figure 22: Buiksloterham as Agricultural Area
Gemeente Amsterdam (2009)

Figure 23: Buiksloterham as Industrial Area
Gemeente Amsterdam (2009)

4.2 WASTE AND BUIKSLOTERHAM
History of Buiksloterham

- The Buiksloterham is a

expected to be 6500 inhabitants in 2034. Buiksloterham

polder in Amsterdam North, built in the 19th century in

will be developed into a circular area, where experiments

the IJ, west of the Volewijckslanden. Until the end of the

and innovations take place. Therefore Buiksloterham

19th century the area was used for agricultural purposes

is assigned as ‘Living Lab’, an experimental area where

(see figure 22). However, due to the economical growth

developers

of Amsterdam, the industrial expansions were located

and technologies that now are forbidden by law. The

outside the city center. In 1906 Buiksloterham was the

coming years

start of the expansion plan of Amsterdam north of the IJ.

will be developed. Recognizing the urgency for a clear

Buiksloterham was designated as industrial area. From

strategy, stakeholders including the development office of

that time some shipyards, some petrochemical industry

Amsterdam’s Municipality, Grond & Ontwikkeling, the local

(later Shell), the Dutch plane factory of Fokker and the

water utility, Waternet and an important local developer,

Amsterdam incinerator (1914) and the northern power

social housing corporation De Alliantie, pooled together

plant of Amsterdam (1917) settled in the area.

resources to make the development of this vision and

During the twentieth century the northern IJ banks were

Action Plan for Buiksloterham possible (Gladek, Van Odijk

industrial, see figure 23. By the end of the twentieth

et al., 2014).

and

inhabitants

can

use

new

materials

already many new residential buildings

century the shipbuilding industry disappeared and the

Figure 21: Buiksloterham, Amsterdam
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ports and industries moved more and more to the west

The vision of Circular Buiksloterham is of a neighborhood

(to the Westpoort). Some impressive factories, such as the

with exemplary performance on a set of systemic

waste incineration plant and the power plant North and

measures of urban and environmental quality. It is an

the Electro Zuur- en Waterstoffabriek (later AGA gas) have

area of continuous innovation and experimentation. It

now all disappeared from Buiksloterham (Noordwaarts,

is a neighborhood with a tight-knit local community,

2009). From the eighties on extensive research into

strong civic engagement, and a resilient local economy.

Buiksloterham has been done. In the current plans

All energy comes from renewable sources. All products

Buiksloterham is assigned as ‘urban living and working

and materials are recovered for reuse, repair, and

area’. Housing should be dominant, but mixing with small

recycling. The area is biodiverse and features attractive

scale functions should be pursued. The vision is a gradually,

and human-scale streets and buildings. These holistic

organic redevelopment of the business/industrial area to

performance criteria for a Circular Buiksloterham have

an area where live and work at different scales are mixed.

been summarized in eight overarching goals for the

In 2014, 252 people were living in Buiksloterham, but it is

neighborhood’s development.
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Figure 22: Waste Timeline Amsterdam

Figure 24: Timeline of Waste in Amsterdam
Photos from Van Melle (2003)

History of Waste in Amsterdam - In 1475 waste

street were very polluted. After the second World War the

Current Situation in Amsterdam - The waste management

decreased the last years caused by the economic crisis

containers are mentioned for the first (Van Melle, 2003).

resource consumption and waste production in Amsterdam

in 2014 in Amsterdam:

and various measures and initiatives to promote reuse and

These containers are situated in a corner of a canal, near a

increased enormously. From 1956 on every year the waste

bridge. The waste collected was sold to farmers as fertilizer

production increased by 6%. The composition of the

re-use (including biomass)		

and was used to raise the level of the soil for construction

waste changed as well, more and more packaging could

recycling				15%

Corvellec et al. (2013) describe that in Swedish cities,

purposes in the city. In 1626 the waste was not needed for

be found in the waste of Amsterdam. The waste was

incinerator with energy recovery		

61%

waste is a well-established alternative fuel and that

construction anymore, so the waste containers were leased

therefore transported by ships to the Volgermeer landfill.

incineration without energy recovery

12%

accordingly waste incinerators have become stabilized

out to different parties. At the end of the 18th century

In 1965 an other landfill area was used in Halfweg. These

landfill					1%

there were four different ‘cleaning districts’ in Amsterdam,

landfills caused pollution, particularly of water sources. In

each with its own dump (Weesperveld, Zeeburgerbelt,

1966 the construction of the incineration Noord started.

Still 73% of the household waste in Amsterdam is

or power production (Corvellec, Campos et al., 2013).

Reguliersgracht and Kattenslootbelt). According to Dinca

This incinerator has 2.5 more capacity than the former

incinerated. According to Connett (2013) both incineration

They describe that the performance of the current

and McGraw (2015) during the 1800s the concept of

incinerator. From 1973 the incinerator operated day and

and landfilling attempt to bury the evidence of an

system stands in the way of bringing forth innovative

waste management in Amsterdam was introduced. Samuel

night to incinerate also the waste from Purmerend and the

unacceptable throwaway lifestyle. Every incinerator built

alternatives: the existing management system is locked-

Sarphati and a group known as the ‘hygienists’ studied the

Beemster, part of a regional approach. In 1979 the Ladder

delays this fundamental realization by at least twenty-

in to incineration. Corvellec et al. (2013) distinguish

relationship between human waste, sanitation and public

of Lansink was introduced and waste had politically a lot

five years - about the time it takes to pay back the huge

four rationales of incineration

health. At that time the canals in Amsterdam functioned as

of interest. This resulted in the ban on landfilling and the

capital costs involved in building the facility and during

cultural, and material) to explain the difficulties that exist

a drinking water source and as waste dumps. In 1877 the

institutionalization of incineration as a preferred method

that time it has to be fed, leaving little room to allow

to challenge incineration. A change in legislation, in the

‘Stadsreiniging’ was introduced. They managed the waste

for waste management. Therefore in 1981 the landfill

for more sustainable solutions to coexist. Amsterdam is

political orientation or political majority, in economy or

in the city and removed the waste containers near the

in the Volgermeerpolder stopped. In 1992 the waste to

currently importing waste from England and some other

in maintenance, repair and extension of the system can

canals. The first incinerator of Amsterdam was constructed

energy incinerator in Amsterdam West opened. From 2006

European countries. The annual report of the Afval Energie

unlock the current system. ‘New economic conditions and

in 1918. This transition in waste management had a positive

the water treatment plant of Waternet is situated next to

Bedrijf (AEB), the incinerator of Amsterdam, shows that

technological advances open new market possibilities for

effect on the public health, because before the canals and

the AEB incinerator.

the amount of combustable waste in the Netherlands has

recycled materials and products. Likewise, new views on
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recycling. The overcapacity of the Dutch incinerators is
6%

therefore filled with waste, particularly from England.

infrastructures, interlinked and co-dependent with other
critical urban infrastructures such as district heating
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(institutional, technical,

Figure 25: Ambitions Buiksloterham 2034
Gladek et al. (2014)

waste challenge the existing view that waste is a valuable resource to

Figure 26: Current and Suggested
Waste Management Amsterdam and
Buiksloterham

not be produced’ (Corvellec, Campos et al., 2013).

be exploited, and suggest instead that waste is something that should
As described before, the increase in consumption of the past decades has
led to an unsustainable resource exploitation. This unsustainable trend
in waste and resource management has caused a new environmental
concern movement that encourages efforts to increase reuse and
recycling. This movement combined with the recent economic crises
gives rise to Amsterdam’s current aim for a transition towards a circular
economy (Dinca and McGraw, 2015).
Waste and Buiksloterham - One of the goals for circular Buiksloterham
is that it will be a zero waste neighbourhood in 2034, see figure 25.
The split for Buiksloterhams waste management will then look like this
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according to the Circular Buiksloterham report:
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prevention
Measures taken before a substance, material or product has become waste that ‘reduce’ the:
1. Quantity of waste, including through the re-use of products or the extension of the life
span of products.
2. Adverse impacts of the generated waste on the environment and human health; or
3. Content of harmful substances in materials and products.

waste management
Amsterdam 2014

Waste Hierarchy
Lansink (1979)

re-use
Checking, cleaning or repairing recovery operations, by which products or components of
products that have become waste are prepared so that they can be re-used without any
other pre- processing.
Any operation by which products or components that are not waste are used again for the
same purpose for which they were conceived.

reduce

reduce

re-use

re-use (including biomass)

6%

recycling

recycling

15%

incineration with energy recovery

incineration with energy recovery (R1 0.97 and 0.75)

61%

incineration without energy recovery

incineration without energy recovery

12%

disposal

disposal

1%

re-use and recycling			

99%

incineration with energy recovery		

max. 1%

In the Circular Buiksloterham report is set that a reduction of the
total material flow (without food, construction materials and industrial
materials) is possible for 20%. In order to understand what that means and
what the consequences are, an analysis of the waste in Buiksloterham in

recycling
Any recovery operation by which waste materials are reprocessed into products, materials or
substances whether for the original or other purposes. It includes the reprocessing of organic
material but does not include energy recovery and the reprocessing into materials that are to
be used as fuels or for backfilling operations.

2015 and an analysis of the expected waste in Buiksloterham in 2034 is

incineration with energy recovery

in 2034 than it is now (caused by the increased population). Therefore

incineration without energy recovery

I often analyse Buiksloterham two times: the current situation and the

disposal
Any operation which is not recovery even where the operation has as a secondary consequence the reclamation of substances or energy.

done. The volume of household waste is expected to be 25 times more

expected/planned situation in 2034.
The map ‘spaces for waste’ on the next pages shows the current spaces
for waste that are related to the waste generated in Buiksloterham.

AEB Amsterdam (2014)
Gemeente Amsterdam (2015)

http://www.adlansink.nl/?page_id=2677

Buiksloterham is located at the north side of the IJ. One of the six
‘Afvalpunten’ (Waste points) of Amsterdam is in Buiksloterham:
‘afvalpunt Papaverweg’. At an ‘Afvalpunt’ people can bring among
other things there bulky waste (old furniture, white goods etc.), yard
waste and hazardous waste. The ‘Afvalpunt Papaverweg’ is the only
‘Afvalpunt’ north of the IJ, so all the bulky waste of Amsterdam North
Amsterdam 2020

recommended split for a city’s municipal
waste management
Lehmann (2012)

the area as well. The map also shows the Repair Cafes around the city.
Here devices, clothing and other things can be repaired with the help

reduce

reduce
re-use
recycling

is collected in Buiksloterham. Several second hand shops are located in

Buiksloterham 2035

reduce

of volunteers. Currently 73% of all the household waste of Amsterdam
is incinerated at the AEB incinerator at the West side of Amsterdam.

min. 60%

re-use

composting of organic waste

20-30%

recycling

incineration with energy recovery

max. 10%

incineration with energy recovery

35%

incineration with energy recovery

max. 1%

to the AEB at the Westpoort by trucks. The routes of the trucks are

0%

incineration without energy recovery

0%

incineration without energy recovery

0%

disposal

0%

disposal

shown in the spaces of waste map, see figure 25. Here the routes to the

0%

0%

other recycling facilities outside Amsterdam are also visible. Glass is

incineration without energy recovery
disposal

only what cannot
be recycled

65%

re-use

20%

recycling

99%

The collected household waste from Buiksloterham is transported

transported from the AEB to Reparco in Den Haag. Some of the plastics
Municipality of Amsterdam (2015). Agenda Duurzaamheid.

Lehmann, S. (2012). The metabolism of the city. In: Designing for Zero Waste
(p. 320)

Metabolic, Delva Landscape Architects and Studioninedots (2015). Circulair Buiksloterham.

are brought to Plastic Heroes in Utrecht. The seperated textiles are also
brought to Utrecht, to Sympany. The collected glass goes to Maltha in
Heijningen.
Next to the AEB incinerator, there are some other large scale waste
facilities located at the Westpoort of Amsterdam. The water treatment
plant of Waternet is next to the incinerator. All the wastewater
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AEB, Amsterdam

Afvalpunt, Amsterdam

Waternet, Amsterdam

Van Gansewinkel, Amsterdam

Maltha, Heijningen

Reparco, Den Haag

Figure 27: Places of Waste

Orgaworld, Amsterdam
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Sita, Amsterdam
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of Amsterdam is treated there and the water from
Buiksloterham is transported via a pipeline underneath the
river IJ. Van Gansewinkel treats the bulky waste collected
at the ‘Afvalpunten’ and brings it to Orgaworld for example
where the organic and yard waste is being composted or
anaerobic digested. In the flow schemes on this pages the
waste flows of Buiksloterham are visualized. The upper
flow scheme shows the current situation. The volume
of household waste is expected to be 25 times more in
2034 than it is now, caused by the increased population.
The flow scheme therefore shows the increased waste
flows, but uses the same waste management system as
nowadays. On the next pages you can find the expected
volumes of household waste of Buiksloterham in 2034.

Figure 28: Household Waste Flows Buiksloterham 2015

Figure 29: Predicted Household Waste Flows Buiksloterham 2034
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Figure 30: Expected Volumes of Waste 2034 Buiksloterham
Predicted Household Waste Volumes in 2034, see appendix 1
for the calculations
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Amsterdam city center
central station

EYE
Overhoeks

Shell

Ĳ

Disteldorp

New Energy Docks

de Ceuvel
Johan van Hasseltkanaal

Papaverweg

Bosrankstraat

Klaprozenweg
Figure 31
Bird view Buiksloterham existing situation
Many empty plots, some large scale industrial buildings
and the start of the construction of housing
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Buiksloterham 2015 - In order to understand where waste is generated,
by whom the waste is generated and how the area will look in 2034
a general analysis for Buiksloterham is made. Here the transition
of the industrial area to a mixed use area becomes clear. Nowadays

33

34

35

36

Figure 32: Buiksloterham 2015
housing

business

Buiksloterham is defined by many industrial activities, some empty plots,
some construction areas and some large scale retail functions (DIY stores

retail

like GAMMA). Buiksloterham is located near the film museum EYE, the
new offices of Shell and the large scale development area of Overhoeks.
The ferry takes only 5 minutes to get you to Amsterdam Central Station.
De Ceuvel is located at the east side of the area. There can also be found
some second hand shops (Neef Louis, de Lokatie and Juttersdok). One of
the six ‘Afvalpunten’, bulky waste collection points, of Amsterdam is also
located in Buiksloterham, along the Papaverweg. The first construction

offices

education
leisure
catering

sites in Buiksloterham are mainly self build housing, as you can see on
the figure 31. There are also some houseboats places around the area.
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Figure 33: Self-build houses
Figure 34: Second Hand Shop
Figure 35: Afvalpunt Papaverweg
Figure 36: Houseboats and New Offices

storage/undefined
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Land Use Plan Buiksloterham - Buiksloterham will be developed into

Figure 37: Land Use Plan Buiksloterham

Projects Buiksloterham - This map shows the current,

a mixed urban area for living and working. There can be distinguished

completed

four different categories of areas distinguished: working, working-living,

On some plots there are no definite plans yet, but the

living-working and living (Gemeente Amsterdam Noordwaarts, 2009).
Working Area - No living allowed, maximum two stories high, FSI=1, along

maximum building height: 30 meter
occasional higher
along the Buiksloterkanaal: 20 meter

and

planned

projects

in

Figure 38: Projects and Numbers Buiksloterham

Buiksloterham.

numbers of apartments and single family houses are
already determined. In total there will be an increase of
around 4700 houses.

the IJ: FSI=1,5. The area is available for industry that cannot be combined
with living and for larger industrial activities. Milieucategorie 3 is allowed.

industrial area

single family housing (estimation in grey)

Working-Living - Living will be maximum 30%. The density will be FSI

transformation area living (max. 50%) - working

apartments (estimation in grey)

transformation area working - living (max. 30%)

houseboats

1.5. Place for a variety of industries: crafts, production, construction and
installation companies and retail. Because of the small plots a fine mix of
working and living can arise. Milieuhinder 2 or sometimes 3.1.

key living area (70% living)

Living - Working - Living can be maximum of 60%. FSI is maximum 2.3.

public green

More focused on offices, small scale craft production, construction and
installation companies and retail. Milieuhinder 2 or sometimes 3.1.

public quay
particular form of mixed use

Living - At the end of the area along the IJ and along the Johan van
Hasseltkanaal living is most important. Maximum 70% in a density of FSI 3
is allowed. The functions that can be in these areas are business services,
catering, leisure and retail.
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FSI
maximum building height
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41

40

42

Buiksloterham 2034 - In 2034 Buiksloterham will be a
mixed use area. Different housing typologies (houseboats,
apartments, single family housing) are mixed with several
industrial, commercial and leisure activities. There will
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Figure 39: Buiksloterham 2034
housing

business

be much more connections over the water and some
green parks will be developed as public spaces. A green

retail

connection to Overhoeks and the EYE is developed along
the sunny side of the IJ. Along the Johan van Hasseltkanaal
there will be a quay with urban functions, as an attraction
for the area.

offices

education

Figure 40: Buiksloterham Kavel 21 - 100 houses CPO
Zondag CS Architecten

leisure

Figure 41: Buiksloterham waterfront
Rene Kuiken

catering
Figure 42: Schoonschip house boats
Schoonschip Amsterdam
Figure 43: Kop Grasweg
Studioninedots and DELVA Landscape Architects
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Figure 44: Qualities Buiksloterham 2034

Qualities Buiksloterham 2034 - This map shows the

NDSM werf) has the potential to develop as a productive

qualities that Buiksloterham could have in 2034. As already

neighbourhood street. In the Land Use Plan the street

mentioned in the previous map, the quay along the Johan

shows the transition from working to mixed use and I think

van Hasseltkanaal will be an attraction on an urban level.

this should be ensured by developing the Papaverweg as

Some activities can take place on the water related to that

a street where small and large scale (productive) functions

function as well. Figure 45 and 46 give an impression of the

can find a place, where you have pleasant walkways in

canal with the harbour functions and (large scale) functions

the sun at the right side, where there are many crossings

in the plinths of the apartment buildings. The yellow area

and where interesting things are happening at eye level,

at the east side of Buiksloterham has the potential to be a

see figure 48. In that way, the Papaverweg and the Johan

transition from the neighbourhood around Buiksloterham

van Hasseltkade can reinforce each other and the area in

to the mixed use area of Buiksloterham by maintaining the

total and the mixed use character of Buiksloterham will be

small scale workshop character that it already has, see figure

ensured.

Figure 45: Section Johan van Hasseltkade
Figure 46: impression Johan van Hasseltkade
L. Kukler (Gemeente Amsterdam, 2009)
Figure 47: Birds Eye Workshop Area along Papaverweg

47. I think the Papaverweg (from the workshop area to the
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Figure 48: Papaverweg as Productive Street
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4.3 CHALLENGES

and the population. Residents in Kamikatsu compost their
kitchen scraps at home and they wash and sort the rest

When developing zero waste concepts there are many

of their waste into 34 different categories. They bring the

challenges. By reviewing four case studies on different

waste to the recycling center themselves where workers

scales (household scale, neighbourhood scale, urban

make sure that the waste goes into the correct bins. There

scale and national scale) the main challenges per scale are

are no garbage trucks needed in that way. It took some

investigated. In the appendix 2 a list of zero waste case

time for the residents to get used to this rule, but they

studies can be found. The four selected case studies are

eventually managed to adapt to the drastic changes and

chosen because of the availability of useful information.

are now seeing them as normal. In Kamikatsu recycling

The case studies combined with a short literature review

is turned into a streamlined process. There are separate

on the overall challenges in the implementation of zero

bins for different types of paper - newspapers, magazines,

waste strategies will result in a conclusion diagram.

cartons and flyers. Even plastic bottles and their caps
go into different bins. Many of these items are resold or

Household Scale

repurposed into usable clothing, toys and accessories.

Bea Johnson, Mill Valley, California, USA

The labels on the bins show the recycling process for

goal: a zero waste home

that specific item, so the residents know what happens to

population: 4

their waste and how it will cost or earn for the community

start: 2008

(Poon, 2015).
Reuse is highly encouraged in Kamikatsu - in a local kuru-

Since 2008 Bea Johnson and her family live waste-free. She

kuru shop residents can exchange used items with new

has written the book ‘Zero Waste Home’. By eliminating

things at no extra cost. The kuru-kuru factory employs

products with plastic packaging and substituting with

women to make bags, clothes and stuffed dolls out of

reusable containers, the family of four was able to

discarded items. Businesses are also encouraged to

accumulate only a single Mason jar full of waste in an

participate in responsible waste management - the town

entire year (Brydon, 2015). The things that are more

has a zero waste brewery. Kamikatsu reuses, recycles,

difficult to reduce packaging in are home repair items.

composts about 80 percent of its trash and only 20 percent

Some hardware stores sell things in bulk, but sometimes

goes to landfills (Poon, 2015). In Kamikatsu there are no

they come packaged. ‘The zero in ‘zero waste’ makes it

legal requirements for recycling, it is an entirely personal

sound scary and hard to achieve. It is actually not as as

responsibility. Which factors allowed the initiative to

hard as it seems, and it is as simple as following these five

become a success? The leadership of the mayor, inspired

R’s, in order: refuse what you do not need, reduce what

by Greenpeace Japan, was crucial in starting the paradigm

you do need, reuse by using reusables, recycle what you

shift. However, it was the enthusiasm of the people, in the

cannot refuse, reduce, or reuse and rot (compost) the rest

form of volunteers helping other people to sort the waste,

(Johnson, 2016). One of the most important places to start

what allowed the initiative to gain momentum. This initial

was the kitchen. From egg cartons, to plastic shopping

group of supporters, made other people, sceptic on the

bags, to paper wrapping, the refrigerator and pantry are

new system, to understand it and share the vision (Milian

lined with waste. Buying in bulk became a simple solution,

and Watanabe, 2009).

as well as a cost-saving one. The waste they produced in
one year consisted of fruit stickers from apples when they

Urban Scale

were not able to get to the farmers market, Band-aids from

San Francisco, USA

her kids’ vaccinations, an old bike cable, rusty joints from

goal: zero waste (nothing to landfill or incineration) by

the sink and an expired passport cover (Johnson, 2016).

2020
population: 840,000

Neighbourhood Scale

start: 2002

Kamikatsu, Japan
goal: zero waste by 2020

San Francisco has a long history in waste collection

population: 1,700

systems from informal waste recycling in the beginning

start: 2003

of the twentieth century to modern collection systems
nowadays. The enactment of a state law in 1989, the

In 2003, Kamikatsu declared its zero waste ambition after

Integrated Waste Management Act, was the start of the

the town gave up the practice of dumping waste into an

zero waste policies. The law required cities and counties

open fire for fear of endangering both the environment

to divert 25 percent of municipal solid waste by 1995
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Figure 49: Kamikatsu recycling
Photo by Robert Gilhooly

and 50 percent by 2000. Since 20 years, San Francisco

and participants are given support, tools and education.

built upon this requirement by passing several successive

The legislation also empowers SFE (The Department of

ordinances that targeted additional areas of the waste

Environment) to roll out programs to every home and

stream. In 2002, the city set the goal of achieving zero

business and enforce rules as needed.’

waste by 2020. The approach to zero waste includes

The city has already developed a recycling system in 1999,

enacting strong waste reduction legislation, partnering

called the Fantastic 3. They use black, blue and green

with a like-minded waste management company to

carts for trash, recycling and composting. San Francisco is

innovate new programs and working to create a culture of

now close to ensuring full adoption of this program; it has

recycling and composting through incentives and outreach

taken two decades for a behavioural and cultural shift to

(Gokaldas, 2012). Different waste reduction laws (the

occur across the city (Gokaldas, 2012). In 2009, recycling

Construction and Demolition Debris Recovery Ordinance

and composting became compulsory for all residents.

of 2006, the Food Service Waste Reduction Ordinance

Each house or building receives a detailed bill, which

of 2007) has pushed the city, residents and businesses to

could be cut by reducing use of trash carts, shifting waste

increase their recycling rates. In order to achieve the goal

to those set aside for recycling or composting. These rules

in 2020 San Francisco is banning troublesome goods such

are backed by regular checks. Those who fail to comply

as plastic bags and superfluous packaging and promoting

receive warnings, followed by fines ranging from $100 to

alternatives such as recyclable or compostable take-

$1,000 (Pouchard, 2014).

out food packaging and reusable transport packaging

Because more than half of the inhabitants of San Francisco

(Zaman and Lehmann, 2013). From 2012 all retail stores

live in apartments, those with trash chutes pose a big

has to provide compostable, recycled or recyclable bags.

challenge. These people must walk recyclables and

Gokaldas (2012) points out: ’All of these laws have been

compostables down to the basement or garage. However,

timed so that the necessary infrastructure is available

city policy now requires new apartment to provide three
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separate chutes or a 3-way chute diverter to accommodate

reuse more and more. A recycle center, three different

recycling, composting and landfill material. Another

shops, a restaurant and an information center are part of

challenges is encouraging residents and businesses to

the program. Also festivals, (farmers) markets, concerts,

overcome fear that composting food scraps will attract

exhibitions and (repair) workshops are organized (Connett

insects or smell bad (SFEnvironment, 2016).

2013). The Kretloppsparken attracts 300 to 400 visitors a

Through a unique synthesis of regulation, financial

day, sells for a value of 1.1 million euros, creates 25 green

incentives,

jobs whilst radically reducing the amount of waste that

a

long-term

partnership

and

engaged

outreach to residents and businesses, San Francisco is

otherwise would have to be disposed of.

creating a model zero waste program (Gokaldas, 2012;

49 per cent of the household waste is still burnt to

SFEnvironment, 2016). The zero waste target is set for

produce energy at incineration plants, followed by

2020, with a 80% step on the way in 2010 (Pouchard, 2014;

material recycling (36%) and biological treatment (14%);

SFEnvironment, 2016).

landfills receive only 1% of household waste. Sweden

general challenges
transparancy

effective
control

national scale
coherent strategy
involvement of
people

urban scale

general challenges
transparancy

Norway and Ireland in order to meet the waste demand

Sweden

for incineration. Incineration is controversial because of

goal: from waste management to resource efficiency

heavy metal emissions release and it depletes the valuable

population: 9,500,000

resources such as plastic, paper and different materials that

motivation

‘The predominance of incineration as a waste treatment

reused or composted. About half of all household waste

technique is largely due to the historical fact that Swedish

is incinerated and turned into energy (Fredén, 2015).

municipalities have long been answering for both waste

Lum (2014) explains that at the core of Sweden’s program

management and district heating systems, and that they

is its waste management hierarchy designed to curb

have developed these two infrastructure systems in

environmental harm: prevention (reduce), reuse, recycling,

parallel’. The current systems stands in the way of bringing

recycling alternatives (energy recovery via WTE plants),

forth innovative alternatives: the existing management

and lastly, disposal (landfill). Before waste can be trucked

system is locked-in to incineration (Corvellec, Campos et

away to incinerator plants, waste is filtered by home and

al., 2013).

business owners; organic waste is separated, paper picked

Nevertheless, in Sweden’s recently approved national

from recycling bins, and any objects that can be salvaged

waste plan, a need for initiatives that improve the resource

and reused pulled aside (Lum, 2014). Because of the many

efficiency of the current waste governance is asserted. The

incinerators in Sweden, they do not aim for zero waste

new national waste plan insists on the need to reduce the

(Connett, 2013). However, there are some things that

quantity and dangerousness of waste by efforts directed at

Sweden has done which are very positive and that could

the prevention of waste. One of the goals is that by 2018

be copied and incorporated into zero waste programs

food waste from household, institutional kitchens, shops

elsewhere.

and restaurant shall be separated and processed in such

Today, recycling stations are as a rule no more than 300

a way that at least 50 percent of nutrients and 40 percent

meters from any residential area. Most Swedes separate all

of energy shall be taken care of (Corvellec, Campos et al.,

recyclable waste in their homes and deposit it in special

2013). Producer responsibility, municipal waste treatment

containers in their block of flats or drop it off at a recycling

plan, local investment program, the land fill tax, ban on

station (Fredén, 2015). All of this is reused, recycled or

land fill, disposal of combustible and organic waste, waste

composted. By Swedish law, producers are responsible for

separation at source and treatment of hazardous wastes

handling all costs related to collection and recycling or

are the milestones of the available legislations that came

disposal of their products. Rules introduced in the 1990s

into effect during these years in Sweden (Rousta and

incentivized companies to take a more proactive, eco-

Dahlen, 2015).

conscious role about what products they take to market
(Lum, 2014). Kretloppsparken, a reuse and recycling

Challenges to Zero Waste - The main challenge according

park in Gothenburg is an example of a creative way to

to Zaman and Lehmann (2011a) is reduction of the waste

deal with waste. The public and especially children are

volume. High consuming cities like San Francisco and

attracted to use this reuse and recycling facility within

Copenhagen have been implementing different methods

the city and have fun doing so. The 330,000 square feet

and policies to collect 100% of the waste from the source

facility was built largely with reused building materials.

of generation to manage it properly. These cities are quite

They try to influence people’s behaviour and make them

successful in the diversion of waste from landfill. However,
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can be reused and recycled (Zaman and Lehmann, 2011).
99% of the waste in Sweden is incinerated, recycled,
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scale
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implementation
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even imports 700,000 tonnes of waste from the UK, Italy,
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Figure 50: Challenges Zero Waste

infrastructure
behavioural change
incineration
lock-in

all these cities are facing problems in the context of long-

- lack of data availability must be overcome and extensive

term sustainable resource recovery (Zaman and Lehmann,

monitoring requirements must be met

2011).

- effective enforcement and control is needed

Hansen et al. (2002) researched by which issues local and

stakeholders
- lack
of administrative capacity at the regional and local

regional authorities are challenged while implementing

level (lack of finances, information and technical expertise)

zero waste concepts:

must be overcome

public participation
- a coherent waste management
strategy (including

- transparency and public participation must be enhanced

treatment and
disposal facilities

co-operation between

management plans at different levels) must be set up and
implemented

Relating to product design and industries, Bartl (2011)

- separate collection and sorting systems for many different

points out that the key to moving towards achieving

waste streams need to be established

a zero waste society could be represented by a shift of

- new adequate treatment and disposal facilities must be

public opinion. The population could contribute without

established

affecting their standard of living by simple means such as

- an effective horizontal co-operation between local

avoiding futile products (disposable shopping bags for

authorities (municipalities) a vertical co-operation between

example), extending the service of life of products (by

different levels of authorities (local - regional and where

not replacing a product only because motivated to do so

beneficial also national) needs to be established

by industry) or purchasing products that cause less waste

- financing for the establishing/upgrading of expensive

(less packaging).

sustainable waste management infrastructure must be

As a conclusion, in figure 50 the challenges are shown,

found

related to the different scales and the different contexts.
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Figure 51: Waste Solutions Booklet

Figure 52: Central and Decentral Solutions on neighbourhood level

4.4 WASTE SOLUTIONS
Next to the challenges in the development of a zero waste

waste flows only a central option can be found or no options

neighbourhood, solutions for a zero waste neighbourhood

to treat the waste in the neighbourhood are possible yet.

have to be found. The aim is to design a zero waste

For some flows (e.g. metal) the solution is only decreasing

neighbourhood, where most of the waste is processed

the volume of waste, because the processing of the waste

within the neighbourhood limits. Therefore small and local

is nowadays not possible within the neighbourhood limits,

waste solutions need to be analyzed. However, information

because of the size of the machinery or the complexity.

or literature on local or small scale waste solutions is

In the solutions booklet I use the Ladder of Lansink to

hard to find. Therefore I developed the booklet ‘Waste

decide what the optimal solutions can be. Therefore the

Solutions to Use in Urban Districts’. I look at the different

first solutions lie in the reduction of waste. The other

waste flows and the solutions for the processing of the

solutions relate to re-use, recycling, recovery and finally

waste.

incineration. The solutions are ordered per waste flow.

Waste processing solutions can be developed on different

The information in the booklet is a combination of

scales. Nowadays many waste processing takes place

literature on waste processing, technical information

on national or regional scale, as shown in the Places

from waste processing machinery web shops, e-mail

of Waste map (see page 44). For the design of a zero

contact with people that are working on small scale waste

waste neighbourhood the focus is on solutions within

processing techniques, interviews and numbers estimated

the neighbourhood. But even within the neighbourhood

from existing solutions in different contexts. The booklet is

different scales can be found. For the waste solutions

a general solutions exploration, focused on solutions with

framework I choose to focus per waste flow on a central

an urban or spatial impact. An overview of the solutions is

(neighbourhood/area

shown in figure 53.

central)

and

a

decentral

(on

household or block level) solution, see figure 52. For some
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Figure 53: Waste Solutions Overview
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5.0 Design Research
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5.0 Design Research
zero packaging
supermarket

(food) sharing
platform

water saving
measures

NeeNee
sticker

BUIKSLOTERHAM

textile industry

DIY store

hazardous waste
recycling

glass industries
repair cafe

textile workshop

small paper workshops

second hand shops

plastic industry

small plastic workshops

plastic industries

Figure 54: Design Research Framework

AEB
incineration

metal recycling
industry

sorting
cleaning
shredding
(recycling)

This thesis aims to develop a zero waste neighbourhood design for Buiksloterham, an area north of
the river IJ, in Amsterdam. The conclusion of the theoretical framework (see page 37) is the starting

resource market

point for the design. In order to develop and design interventions for zero waste Buiksloterham
I developed a design research framework, see figure 54. In this design research framework we
see that the design research starts with the analysis of Buiksloterham, explained in the previous

determined requirements for every design intervention. After that I integrated the interventions
area scale, I zoomed in on some important places in Buiksloterham to show the urban quality and
the integration.

textiles

grey water

bulky waste

compost

hazardous waste
surface water

central
collection point

glass

paper and cardboard

plastics + drinking cartons

organic waste

sanitary waste

metals + other waste

textiles
bulky waste

compost

in the urban fabric of Buiksloterham, related to the different waste flows. Following the design on

organic + yard waste

proposed interventions in such a way that the urban quality of Buiksloterham will be enhanced, I

sanitary waste

glass

design then helped me to define design interventions for Buiksloterham. In order to integrate the

collection point

organic waste

search for synergies and possibilities in Buiksloterham, by means of a system design. The system

metals + other waste

collection point

paper and cardboard

central
collection point

plastics + drinking cartons

section of this thesis. The analysis in combination with the Waste Solutions Booklet is used to

hazardous waste
grey water

wormery

compost bin

surface water

yard waste

helophyte ﬁlter

helophyte ﬁlter

apartments

single family housing
+ garden
grinder

grinder

5.1 SYSTEM DESIGN
I used the Waste Solutions Booklet in combination with the analysis of Buiksloterham to search for
black water

black water

organic waste

organic waste

and possibilities. I made a difference between the waste sources or generators: apartments and
single family housing with garden. This distinction is made because apartments and single family

bioreﬁnery

biogas

heat

synergies and possibilities for Buiksloterham. The system design helped me to explore the synergies

fertilizer

houses show differences in their household waste composition. The dashed lines in the system
(urban) farming

design mean that it is a possible, sometimes even better solution (in new buildings for example),
but that the solution is not necessary for the functioning of the system. The grouping of solutions
that can not be in close vicinity to housing is one of the synergies found. Another synergy is the

greenhouse
and
swimming pool

connection of the biorefinery with other, more attractive functions for the area. These attached

(urban) farming

functions are using the end or by products of the biorefinery. Eight waste flows should be separated
by the households. Six of these waste flows can be called ‘daily waste’ and should be collected
in waste collection points. Two waste flows are called ‘monthly waste’ and should be collected
on a central location in the area. Not all the waste is processed within the area of Buiksloterham
because of the complexity or scale of the recycling industry for example. Some waste flows leave
the area as a resource to a larger scale recycling industry for example and some waste flows leave
Buiksloterham as waste, since there is no possibility for recycling or reuse of these waste flows (yet).
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Figure 55: System Design Buiksloterham
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5.2 DESIGN INTERVENTIONS

street, where different industries, facilities and functions
are mixed. However, the plinths should be always active,

The system design helped me to define seven design

accessible or open.

interventions for zero waste Buiksloterham:
03 Biorefinery - The biorefinery is a place where organic
01. Resource Market

waste, black water and yard waste can be digested into

02. Productive Street

biogas, heat and fertilizer. The process of digestion takes

03. Biorefinery

place inside tanks/buildings and has no added value for

04. Helophyte Filters

Buiksloterham in terms of urban quality. Nevertheless,

05. Home Composting

the end products of the biorefinery can contribute to

06. Smart Collection Points

the area: the fertilizer can be used for (urban) farming

07. Separate Sewage System

in the neighbourhood and the heat can be reused for
heating a (botanical) greenhouse or a swimming pool

These seven interventions are (combinations of) solutions

for example. When located on a central location in the

that can be found in the Waste Solutions Booklet. In figure

area the biorefinery can become a circular hotspot in

56 the selected solutions are shown in relation to the

Buiksloterham. Another requirement for the biorefinery

design interventions. For every solution the requirements,

is the connection to the black water sewage system. The

drawbacks and benefits can be found in the Waste Solutions

location of the biorefinery should therefore be as close as

booklet. I combined these requirements, drawbacks and

possible to the new housing districts.

benefits of the solutions and formulated requirements
for the seven design interventions. The requirements can

04 Helophyte Filters - The helophyte filters are vertical

help to enhance the urban quality of the interventions and

flowing reed fields where grey water can be treated.

the integration of the interventions in the urban fabric of

These reed fields can be easily integrated in the urban

Buiksloterham.

fabric as they bring (green) quality. Nevertheless, there is
many space needed for the filters (2 m 2 per inhabitant).

01 Resource Market - The resource market is the place

The helophyte filters should be implemented on street or

where all the household waste of Buiksloterham is collected.

block scale to make integration possible. The helophyte

In the resource market the waste can be sorted, cleaned,

filters can be implemented along streets, in courtyards as

shredded or processed. From the resource market the

a larger field or in existing waterways. A connection to the

waste or resources can be transported to other facilities

separate grey water system of the block or street and the

in the neighbourhood or to larger recycling industries

surface water is necessary as well.

outside Buiksloterham. Most of the facilities located in the
resource market cannot be in vicinity to housing, therefore

05 Home Composting - Home composting can be

the distance to housing should be at least fifty meter. The

implemented in two different ways: by a wormery or a

resource market will have a high transport flow and should

compost bin. Both solutions need some maintenance

therefore be designed on a place close to a main road

and knowledge. Yard waste can be easily composted

or waterway. The resource market is a large scale facility

in a compost bin, so the inhabitants with a garden will

and needs some small scale functions (an collection point

have to compost all their yard waste in compost bins.

or small resource market shop for example) to make

The wormeries and compost bins for composting organic

integration possible. Visual relations to the transshipment

waste are not necessary for the functioning of the waste

of waste or resources can be an added quality as well and

management system, however home composting is always

will help to increase the awareness of the inhabitants.

a contribution to the zero waste goal. Inhabitants are not
obliged to use home composting when they do not have

02 Productive Street - The productive street is a street

a garden, however, home composting can be (financially)

where (small scale) productive facilities can be located.

supported by the municipality.

These small scale workshops can bring vibrancy to the
street and ensure that there is something to see at eye

06 Smart Collection Points - There are two types of smart

level. In that way the productive street will become an

collection points in Buiksloterham. The smart collection

attractive neighbourhood street. The retail function of

points are for the daily waste flows (organic waste, glass,

the plastic workshop and the zero packaging supermarket

paper and cardboard, other waste + metals, plastics +

for example will contribute to this productive street as

drinking cartons and sanitary waste). The other central

well. The idea is that the productive street is a mixed use

collection points are for the monthly waste flows (textiles
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Figure 56: Selected Waste Solutions for Buiksloterham

and bulky waste). Inhabitants of Buiksloterham have to

07 - Separate Sewage System - The separate sewage

separate their household waste in eight fractions. The

system can be implemented in the new housing districts in

smart collection points for daily waste should be placed

Buiksloterham. The existing areas should be retrofitted in

maximum 75 meter of the front door of a house. In order

order to implement the separate collection and transport

to integrate the smart collection points in the urban

of waste water. This sewage system is needed for the

district and to foster meeting between inhabitants and

functioning of the helophyte filters and the biorefinery.

participation, the collection points should be located

The separate sewage system starts in the houses (separate

along important streets or near a public space. Appropriate

collection of toilet water and other water). In new housing

recycling facilities encourage people to separate their

blocks, grinders can be installed and connected to the

household waste. The collection points for textiles and

black water sewage system to make the transport of

bulky waste should be located on a central place in the

organic waste to the biorefinery less difficult.

area (near a supermarket, second hand shop or in the
resource market for example).
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Figure 58: Waste Collection Points
The daily waste collection points are
designed along main streets and public
spaces to reinforce meeting between
people. The distance from the front
door of the housing is a maximum of
75 meter.
In total there are 46 daily collection
points and three central collection
points for the weekly household waste.
These central collection points are
located in two second hand shops and
the Resource Market.

Figure 59: Helophyte Filters
For the helophyte filters 2 m 2 per
inhabitant is needed to treat the grey
water. In the new housing districts
(white buildings) the helophyte filters
are integrated in the design of the
blocks, in the existing housing areas
(grey buildings) the helophyte filters
are located along the street.

Figure 57: Zero Waste Buiksloterham

5.3 SPATIAL INTEGRATION
Figure 57 shows the spatial integration of the zero waste
design interventions. The Zero Waste Buiksloterham map
is composed of different layers, which will be delayered
on the next pages. The maps and captions on the next
pages show the different waste flows in relation to the
design interventions and explain the spatial integration in
Buiksloterham.
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Figure 62: Paper Places
The paper collected in the collection
points can be transported to the
Resource Market. In the Resource
Market bales of paper can be produced
that can be used in the small paper
workshops in the area or that can be
transported to paper industries outside
Buiksloterham.

Figure 60: Black Water Sewage
System and Biorefinery
This map shows the black water sewage
system (dashed line) and the biorefinery
in the middle of the area. The area at
the south side of the canal can be used
for urban farming. Fertilizer from the
biorefinery can be used there. Next to
the biorefinery a botanical glasshouse
and a swimming pool are designed,
that use the heat and fertilizer of the
biorefinery. In that way the biorefinery
will become the circular hotspot in
Buiksloterham, located along the Van
Hasseltkade.

Figure 63: Plastics Places
The plastics collected in the collection
points can be transported to the
Resource Market. In the Resource
Market the plastics can be separated in
seven different fractions. The separated
plastics can be transported to the small
plastic workshops, a bigger plastic
industry in the south of Buiksloterham
or to plastic industries outside of
Buiksloterham.

Figure 61: Bulky Waste Places
The Bulky Waste can be collected at
three central collection points (the
Second Hand shops or in the Resource
Market along the Papaverweg) and can
be sorted, sold in the shops or used
in the DIY store (part of the GAMMA)
for example. The area south of the
canal, where the urban farming can
take place, can also be used as market
square or field for flea markets.
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Figure 64: Organic Waste Places
For
the
new
housing
blocks
(white buildings), grinders can be
implemented and the organic waste
can be transported by the black water
sewage system (dashed line) to the
biorefinery in the middle of the area.
The organic waste from the other areas
is collected in the collection points and
brought to the biorefinery by trucks.
The area at the south side of the
canal can be used for urban farming.
Fertilizer from the biorefinery can be
used there. Next to the biorefinery a
botanical glasshouse and a swimming
pool are designed, that use the heat
and fertilizer of the biorefinery. In
that way the biorefinery will become
the circular hotspot in Buiksloterham,

Figure 66: Textile Points
Textiles can be collected at the central
collection points (the Second Hand
Shops or the Resource Market along
the Papaverweg). From there the
textiles can be separated and sold
in the second hand shops, recycled
in the textile workshop or can leave
Buiksloterham as waste because the
textiles can not be used or recycled
anymore. The area south of the canal,
where the urban farming can take
place, can also be used as market
square or field for flea markets.

located along the Van Hasseltkade.

Figure 65: Yard Waste Places
For the houses with gardens compost
bins are introduced. The other yard
waste can be collected in the Resource
Market and shipped to the biorefinery.
The area at the south side of the
canal can be used for urban farming.
Fertilizer from the biorefinery can be
used there. Next to the biorefinery a
botanical glasshouse and a swimming
pool are designed, that use the heat
and fertilizer of the biorefinery. In
that way the biorefinery will become
the circular hotspot in Buiksloterham,
located along the Van Hasseltkade.
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Figure 67: Resource Market (metals,
glass and sanitary waste)
The Resource Market is the central
hub where household waste can
be collected, cleaned, sorted and
processed. For metals, glass and
sanitary waste this can take place in
the Resource Market. From there the
crushed metals and glass can leave
Buiksloterham to recycling industries.
The sanitary waste processing can take
place in the Resource Market.
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5.4 SIX PLACES IN BUIKSLOTERHAM
Six important places in the design for zero waste
Buiksloterham are designed more in detail to show the
urban quality and impact of the interventions and the
functioning of the system. The places are:
01 - Bosrankstraat
02 - Distelweg
03 - Draaierweg
04 - Resource Market
05 - Productive Street
06 - Biorefinery

Figure 69: Overview Places Buiksloterham

Figure 68: Papaverweg, Buiksloterham
Photo by Anne Lammers
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Figure 70: Section Bosrankstraat 1:500
Figure 71: Collage Bosrankstraat
Figure 72: Section Distelweg 1:500
Figure 73: Collage Distelweg
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Bosrankstraat
The Bosrankstraat is a street in Buiksloterham where the first DIY houses have been built.
These houses have a garden and are located along a wide street and a ditch. In the design
the compost bins for yard waste are showed in the gardens. The separate sewage system
is implemented and connects to the helophyte filter that is designed next to the street and
the ditch. The purified water can flow into the ditch. At the corner of the Bosrankstraat and
the Hulstweg a smart waste collection point is designed. This waste collection point shows
how much waste is separated by the inhabitants of the Bosrankstraat.
71

Distelweg

Along the Distelweg new housing blocks will be developed. This collage shows the corner
near the park. This corner can become an active corner, for example a take away food
place. The waste collection points in Buiksloterham are located along streets or near
public spaces in order to foster the meeting of people. Because of the sensors in the waste
collection, the separation percentage can be showed. In this way people of Buiksloterham
can see how much waste is separated where, which can raise awareness and increase
participation in waste separation.
73
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Figure 74: Section Draaierweg AA’ 1:500
Figure 75: Collage Draaierweg Courtyard
Figure 76: Map Draaierweg 1:1000

Draaierweg
The Draaierweg is a street in an area that will be built in the coming years. In the design for
the Draaierweg the helophyte filter is integrated in the courtyards of the building blocks.
The different types of reed can provide an appealing environment in the courtyards.
Because the water treatment takes places in the roots of the plants, there will be no odor
nuisance. All apartments have a grinder for organic waste and a separate waste water
collection system. On the roof of the building block a community garden is designed
with some wormeries for the composting of the waste. The fertilizer produced by these
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wormeries can be used for the gardening. Every apartment has a balcony or a small garden
along the street or courtyard. The courtyards are only accessible for people living in the
housing blocks.
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A

A’

82

83
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Resource Market

Figure 77: Section AA’ Resource Market 1:500
Figure 78: Resource Market 1:1000
Figure 79: Repair Cafe
Figure 80: Recycling Industry

A’

The resource market is a place where all the
waste of the area is collected. Here the waste
can be sorted, shredded or processed. Because
some of the processing solutions (like the metal
crusher) can not be in vicinity to housing, they
can be grouped in order to lower the impact.
The resource market will have a high transport
flow and is preferably designed on a place
close to a main road or waterway. The resource
market is a large scale facility and needs some
small scale functions (as an collection point or

B

small resource market shop) to integrate well
in the neighbourhood. Visual relations to the
transhipment of waste or resources can be an
added
80

79

A

B’
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Figure 81: Section BB’ Resource Market 1:500
Figure 82: Collage Resource Market along the Productive Street
Figure 83: Collage View from the Park to the Resource Market

Resource Market

81

82

83

86

87

Productive Street
The productive street is located along the Papaverweg. At
both sides of the Papaverweg new sidewalks are designed.
At the sunny side of the street the sidewalk is wider to
C’

A’

B’

provide people a nice place to walk. A separate bicycle
lane is designed in the middle of the street, next to the

C

A

B

service road. This service road can be used for parking
and (un)loading of goods or resources for example. At
the beginning of the street the resource market and some
small scale workshops and industries at the other side of

84

the street are planned. The textile workshop is situated
next to the resource market. In the plinths of the buildings
functions are planned that are accessible or a visible
from the street. Both small scale and large scale spaces
are created in order to attract a variety of industries
and facilities. Next to the paper and plastic workshops,
a zero packaging supermarket and a second hand shop
can be located along the Papaverweg. At the end of the
productive street there is a park and the bridge to the
NDSM wharf. The productive street connects the functions
at the Mosplein with the NDSM wharf and can become
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Figure 84: Productive Street Map
Figure 85: Square along the Papaverweg, Buiksloterham
Photo by Anne Lammers
Figure 86: Dave Hakkens Precious Plastic Workshop

a vibrant neighbourhood street where many productive
processes can happen.
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Productive Street

Figure 88: Section AA’ Productive Street

Figure 89: Section BB’ Productive Street

Figure 87: Collage Productive Street
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Figure 90: Section CC’ Productive Street
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Biorefinery

The biorefinery is the circular hotspot of Buiksloterham. The digestion and storage tanks
are located in the middle of the area, along the Van Hasseltkade. The Van Hasseltkade will
function as an attractive quay for people from all over Amsterdam (North). The biorefinery
with attached functions can provide an extra attraction to the quay. The end products of
the biorefinery are used in a botanical greenhouse and a swimming pool. These functions
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form an interesting attraction on the water along the Van Hasseltkade. The biorefinery
Figure 91: Section AA’ Biorefinery 1:500
Figure 92: Biorefinery 1:1000
Figure 93: Collage Biorefinery

tanks are located near the new housing developments, in order to have a shorter distance
to cover with the separate sewer. The biorefinery, botanical greenhouse and swimming
pool can attract people from Buiksloterham and outside and can be a showcase for circular
city development.
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A’

A

92

93

03 bioreﬁnery

04 helophyte ﬁlters

07 seperate sewage system

5.5 COMMUNICATION, CO-CREATION AND
COLLABORATION

DIY builders

inhabitants
Buiksloterham

black water
+
organic waste

grey water

social housing corporations

social housing corporations

developers

fertilizer

developers

inhabitants
Buiksloterham

organic waste

(urban) farmers

01 resource market

parks and garden
department

second hand goods

05 composting
waste stakeholders

second hand shops

inhabitants
Buiksloterham

industries
Buiksloterham

household
waste

subsidies for
composting facilities
+
knowledge

DIY materials

02 productive street
resources

06 smart collection points

DIY shop
industries
Buiksloterham

subsidies for small
recycling workshops

social housing corporations
second hand shops

inhabitants
Buiksloterham

developers

A mix of public stakeholders and private stakeholders,

initiatives) are primarily active in the social context, as

local

and

and

they invest in the participation and raising of awareness.

different

The waste stakeholders (AEB, Van Gansewinkel, SUEZ)

design interventions for zero waste Buiksloterham. All

have to collaborate with the all the other stakeholders

the stakeholders are dependent on each other and the

for the implementation and performance of the resource

relationships between the stakeholders differ. I will explain

market as the central hub for collection of waste and the

some of the most important stakeholders, connections and

first processing.

relationships. The main stakeholders are the municipality of

In general, we can say that the relationships between

Amsterdam, Waternet (the water company of Amsterdam),

the stakeholders differ for every design intervention

the developers and housing corporations and the local

and that there is no general relationship to define.

stakeholders. In general, the role of the municipality

Nevertheless, in every design intervention it is of great

relates to the political context (regulations and the land

importance that the stakeholders communicate, co-create

use plan for example) and the social context (raising

and collaborate. In the case of the helophyte filters,

awareness, fostering participation and allowing initiatives

Waternet, the housing corporations, developers and the

to work in the area for example). Waternet operates

municipality have to communicate about the placement

mainly in the technological context by implementing and

and technology of the helophyte filters. They have to co-

testing new technologies for local water treatment and

design and create them. The inhabitants should be aware

new infrastructure such as a separate sewage system). The

of what they discharge through the sewage system and

developers and housing corporations (and DIY builders

of the working of the helophyte filter, so the stakeholders

as well) have a role in the implementation of the design

have to communicate to raise awareness. The manifest

interventions, as they have to invest in grinders and a

‘Circular Buiksloterham’, that has been signed by many

separate water collection system in the housing blocks

stakeholders in Buiksloterham, stresses the collaboration

they are building. They can contribute in the development

of the stakeholders as well. In the manifest is stated

of the productive street by developing (small) scale spaces

that exchange of thoughts, experiences and plans is an

in the plinths of the blocks for recycling workshops. The

important condition to make progress (Gladek, Van Odijk

local stakeholders (inhabitants, industries and (voluntary)

et al., 2014).

general

non-local

stakeholders

stakeholders
are

involved

and
in

specific
the

Figure 94: Stakeholder Diagram Zero Waste Buiksloterham
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Figure 96: Suggested Activities Buiksloterham 2034 with Zero Waste Interventions

Figure 95: Suggested Activities Buiksloterham 2034 without Zero Waste Interventions

working activities

local activities

urban activities

leisure activities

working activities

local activities

urban activities

leisure activities

5.6 A NEW PUBLIC DOMAIN
The design interventions for zero waste Buiksloterham can

mainly related to the park environments. In the south of

design interventions are focused on waste activities and

that foster meeting between local (and urban) residents.

yield a new public domain. The map on this page shows

Buiksloterham working and industrial activities can take

try to integrate the four different types of activities (work,

The waste collection points for example are located

the suggested activities for Buiksloterham in 2034 without

place, nevertheless in the rest of Buiksloterham mainly

local, urban and leisure) along. This map shows that some

along streets or near parks in order to encourage people

the zero waste design interventions. Most activities are

office-like working activities can be found. The leisure

interesting connections and synergies can be developed

to meet each other. The productive street is a different

focused on the urban residents (people from Amsterdam

activities of Buiksloterham relate to the nautical functions

in Buiksloterham. The waste interventions can contribute

street than the Van Hasseltkade, as it is used for more

North for example), like the park zone along the IJ, the

along and on the water and some farming activities just

to the public domain by providing more activities for local

local activities around waste, working and production, as

Van Hasseltkade with restaurants, retail and terraces

outside Buiksloterham. In general, we can say that the

residents: the productive street, more green (helophyte

the Van Hasseltkade is focused on leisure activities on an

and some nautical activities. Some of the activities are

proposed activities are focused on leisure activities during

filters, urban farming) close to the housing districts,

urban scale.

specially focused on the local residents, but these

weekends or evenings. The zero waste Buiksloterham

attractive water functions like a swimming pool and places
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are
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Figure 97: Estimated Household Waste Flows Zero Waste Buiksloterham 2034

5.7 85% ZERO WASTE
The Sankey diagram shows the household waste flows

can be recycled. He states that there will always be a

exactly consists of. It is imaginable that the waste of this

from reality, but the design for zero waste Buiksloterham

in the zero waste Buiksloterham design. The dashed line

certain need for primary resources as well as for ‘sinks’,

flow is too complex to separate, like combined materials in

is certainly a big step closer to zero waste and circular

shows the border of Buiksloterham. When the design

such as incinerators, sewage treatment plants and landfills

a product that cannot be easily separated. This has (partly)

cities, which corresponds to numbers found in literature,

interventions for Buiksloterham are implemented, 60% of

for non-recyclable residues of the urban metabolism

to do with the production side and can be changed by

discussed before (Brunner, 2011; Lehmann, 2012). The

the waste will be processed within the area, 25% will be

(Brunner, 2011).

regulation for producers for example. The 25% recycling

design interventions for Buiksloterham proposed in this

processed outside of the area and 15% will be incinerated.

In the estimations for Buiksloterham it became clear that

and re-use of waste outside of Buiksloterham has to do

thesis are mainly spatial interventions. It is important

That means that Buiksloterham could be zero waste for

still 15% needs to go to a sink as Brunner (2011) calls it.

with the complexity and scale of some of the recycling

to realize that this estimation of 85% zero waste for

85%. These numbers are based on estimations,

based

The flows that are within this 15% are other waste (the

techniques. A metal recycling industry for example can

Buiksloterham will not be accomplished by the mere

upon literature, experiences, findings and observations. In

waste that cannot be separated in one of the fractions for

not be implemented in Buiksloterham because of the

implementation of the proposed spatial interventions.

appendix 3 the calculations and explanations per waste

households), some plastics and drinking cartons, a part of

complexity of the process and the facility. Therefore

In the recommendations for Buiksloterham section I

flow can be found.

the textile waste, hazardous waste, some metals and bulky

the first step in the recycling process can be made in

will elaborate on the issue of the impact and influence

As Brunner (2011) points out it is conceivable that a

waste. Nowadays some materials are unusable or valueless

Buiksloterham itself (cleaning and shredding) and the

of spatial and non-spatial interventions on zero waste

large fraction (more than 80%) of primary resources

after being recycled for a couple of times. It is conceivable

metal resource can then leave the area to a recycling

Buiksloterham.

can be substituted by secondary resources by means of

that in the future new recycling techniques will make it

industry close by.

recycling or re-use for example. Due to the difference in

possible for some of these flows to be be recycled or

It

composition and specialization, however, not all outputs

reused longer. It is hard to find what the other waste flow

aimed for in the manifest for circular Buiksloterham is far
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turned out that the 99% recycling and re-use rate,

99

high ambitions
non local actors

centrally regulated district

co-creation district

low ambitions
local actors

high ambitions
local actors

business-as-usual district

pioneer district

low ambitions
non local actors

Figure 99: Van Dijk & Ko., Buiksloterham
Photo by Anne Lammers

Figure 98: four scenarios for a circular city district
adopted from De Haas et al. (2015)

5.8 CONDITIONS THAT CONTRIBUTE TO ZERO WASTE
BUIKSLOTERHAM

Buiksloterham has a great potential to develop into a

prevented by regulation can be tested in Buiksloterham.

the government are high, this creates a situation of co-

or development because of the separate sewage system

zero waste neighbourhood. This potential arises from a

Different groups of local and non-local stakeholders are

creation, hence the Co-Creation Neighbourhood (De

for example. The intervention around home composting

couple of characteristics and conditions of the area. First

formed around (circular) themes to discuss and to ensure

Haas, Annevelink, Appelman, Bos, & Brolsma, 2015).

is a small scale intervention, however this intervention

of all, there is space available in Buiksloterham. This is

concrete plans for Buiksloterham. The Afvaltafel is the

Buiksloterham can be called a Co-Creation Neighbourhood

needs participation of inhabitants. While the scale of

due to the former industrial character of Buiksloterham

group focusing on waste in Buiksloterham. The Living Lab

because of the Living Lab status, the active groups of

the Resource Market in this case is the neighbourhood

which resulted among other things in wide streets, large

status, the active groups of stakeholders and the manifest

stakeholders and the manifest. Together with the space

of Buiksloterham, nevertheless this market could have a

plots and canals. Another condition or characteristic

distinguish the character of Buiksloterham from other

available, the mixed use and the level of participation

much larger catchment area because of the capacity of the

of Buiksloterham that contributes is the mixed use area

(new) neighbourhoods. In the ‘Circular Solutions’ report

(Buiksloterham as co-creation neighbourhood), the stage

separation industries for example.

development. Because certain areas in the land use plan

of the AMS institute De Haas et al. (2015) define four

of the development is also an important condition for the

To conclude, the five conditions that contribute to

of Buiksloterham are assigned as industrial, working or

scenarios for a circular city district (De Haas, Annevelink et

design interventions. Buiksloterham was a really interesting

the

working-living areas, waste solutions can be implemented

al. 2015). The scenarios are based on two axes, see figure

case to design for zero waste because of the mix of existing

neighbourhood are the space available, the mixed use area

more easily. Another condition that is beneficial for the

98. One axis for the ambitions of local actors (inhabitants,

and still to be constructed plots and housing. As I stated

development, the level of participation of stakeholders,

implementation of the waste interventions is the level of

local companies) and one for the ambitions of the non-

earlier, in some cases it is harder to implement solutions

the different stages of development and the scale. These

participation of stakeholders in the area. Buiksloterham

local actors (governments, the public, utilities and public

in existing housing areas than in new areas. This applies

five conditions will be used as topics of reflection in the

is assigned as a Living Lab for circular area development

services). The distinction between low and high ambitions

to the grinders and separate sewage system for example.

next section.

in Amsterdam (Gladek, Van Odijk et al. 2014). More than

on both axes, provides four types of development. These

The final condition I reflect on is the scale in relation to

twenty stakeholders have signed the manifest (among

four show how the ambition and degree of cooperation

the interventions. The scale relates to the economies of

others Waternet, the municipality of Amsterdam, housing

influence the freedom of choice between technological

scale and the capacity of the interventions. The issues

corporations, developers) and the self-build housing

solutions for waste, energy, water and construction

around scale relate to all the other aspects I reflected

As I discussed in the previous paragraph, there are

inhabitants are also selected on their sustainability

materials. In the case of Buiksloterham we can say that

on before, which makes scale the most complex topic.

five

ambitions. The Living Lab status of Buiksloterham makes

the ambitions of both the local and non-local actors are

Some of the design interventions work on the household

that contribute to the development into a zero waste

that solutions whose implementation in other places is

high. If both the ambitions of the residents and those of

scale (a grinder) and require a larger scale of investment

neighbourhood: the space available, the mixed use area
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development
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zero

waste

5.9 FEASIBILITY OF THE ZERO WASTE INTERVENTIONS

conditions

or

101

characteristics

of

Buiksloterham

development, the level of participation of stakeholders,

biorefinery. That makes this intervention customized as

waste. The placement of the smart collection points in Buiksloterham aims to foster meeting between people and

the different stages of development and the scale. In this

well. The biorefinery in itself is an intervention that can

to increase the separation of household waste. This intervention is therefore dependent on the space available near

section I will reflect on the seven zero waste interventions

be developed on a neighbourhood, district or urban

(important) streets and public space and the participation of inhabitants.

in relation to this conditions and the feasibility of the

scale and needs participation of the water treatment

interventions.

company and the municipality. It is easier to implement

07. Separate Sewage System - The separate sewage system can be a general intervention for zero waste development.

this intervention in an early stage of development of an

Nevertheless, this system can only be implemented in new areas or during large scale sewer work because of the

01. Resource Market - The Resource Market is a

area, as a separate sewage system is beneficial for the

complexity and the large sum of money to be invested. For Buiksloterham, being an area that still needs to be developed

customized intervention for Buiksloterham. In a way the

functioning and efficiency of the biorefinery. The addition

and not an already developed area, the feasibility is comparatively large. The water treatment company, the housing

resource market replaces the Afvalpunt

Papaverweg

of the swimming pool and the botanic greenhouse are

corporations or developers, the municipality and the inhabitants need to participate in order to realize a separate

but it integrates more functions. The resource market

specific for Buiksloterham and require more space and a

sewage system.

functions as collection hub for all the household waste of

central and an easily accessible place in the area. These

Buiksloterham. The smaller functions along the productive

functions

street (repair cafe, collection and resource shop) together

among the inhabitants of the neighbourhood.

may further the appreciation of a biorefinery

5.10 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ZERO WASTE BUIKSLOTERHAM
On the basis of the design interventions for Buiksloterham, the estimations on the Sankey diagram, the conditions of

with the sorting, cleaning and shredding industries and
the location along the water and near the main roads make

04. Helophyte Filters - The helophyte filters are a generic

Buiksloterham and the reflections on the interventions, I will formulate five recommendations for the development of

the resource market a central hub in the neighbourhood.

intervention that can be implemented on different scales

Buiksloterham into a zero waste neighbourhood in the coming years:

The resource market is one of the most complicated zero

(household, street/block, neighbourhood). Nevertheless,

waste interventions for Buiksloterham. The feasibility of

the implementation of helophyte filters is easier in new

recommendation 01: Ensure the real mixed use character of Buiksloterham in all developments: small and large scale

the resource market depends mainly on the participation

areas, as a separate grey water collection system needs

recycling industries should be allowed in the area.

of

the

to be installed in the houses. The space available is

recommendation 02: Reserve outdoor and indoor space for zero waste solutions on different scales in Buiksloterham.

municipality, the Repair Cafe, second hand shops, DIY

another important factor, as a helophyte filter for grey

Think of the distances to housing because of possible nuisance for housing, such as smell and noise.

stores), the space available (the resource market needs

water requires two square meters per person. In the

recommendation 03: Invest in programs that raise awareness around waste generation with the inhabitants of

quite some square meters) and, last but not least, the

case of Buiksloterham this is possible because of the

Buiksloterham. Reduction of household waste is essential in the development of a zero waste neighbourhood and starts

scale. Almost all sorting, cleaning and shredding industries

wide streets and the open blocks with shared courtyards.

at the source, the household.

integrated in the resource market have a larger capacity

Participation of inhabitants is needed as well, as people

recommendation 04: Think of zero waste interventions or solutions as an interesting urban program that may contribute

than Buiksloterham. Therefore the resource market can be

have to know how the filters work and what they can and

to the urban quality of Buiksloterham.

called an intervention on district scale. Nevertheless, the

cannot discharge into the grey water sewage (bleach and

recommendation 05: Involve businesses, inhabitants and other (governmental) bodies actively in collaborating and co-

location in Buiksloterham is beneficial for transportation of

fats should be limited for example). The helophyte filters

creating in the development and realization of zero waste Buiksloterham.

waste and resources and the resource market can be easily

can be easily integrated in housing as they bring green

integrated in the urban fabric, thus adding quality to the

quality to streets or courtyards and there will be no smell

neighbourhood.

nuisance.

02. Productive Street - The productive street is a

05. Home Composting - Home composting is a generic

customized intervention for Buiksloterham. Because of the

intervention that can be easily implemented. Home

former industrial character of the area, some (small scale)

composting is not depending on a larger system or coalition

industrial buildings along the Papaverweg will be mixed

of stakeholders, as everyone can start home composting.

with new housing blocks. The plinths of these housing

Nevertheless, without participation and some knowledge

blocks should be active. The productive street is designed

home composting as part of a larger system will never

to ensure the mixed use character of the street and to

work. Therefore it is important to provide information

provide (small scale) recycling workshops and second

and raise awareness. When knowledge and awareness are

hand shops a place in Buiksloterham. The feasibility of

lacking, implementing home composting on a larger scale

this interventions depends partly on the different stages

will become vulnerable, because people will not (or in a

of development, as some buildings along the Papaverweg

wrong way) use their composting facility.

many

stakeholders

(AEB,

Van

Gansewinkel,

Figure 100: Aerial Photo Buiksloterham

have to be constructed in the coming years and the space for
(small scale) recycling workshops should be ensured in the

06. Smart Collection Points - The smart collection points

development for example. Another factor that influences

can be implemented in other (zero waste) developments as

the feasibility is the mixed use area development.

well. This intervention can replace current waste collection
points. The advantage of this design intervention, showed

03. Biorefinery - The biorefinery is in essence an

in the design for Buiksloterham, is the placement of the

intervention that can be implemented in the same way

collection points next to (important) streets or public

in other districts. However, in the case of Buiksloterham

spaces. As pointed out earlier, appropriate recycling

two

facilities encourage people to separate their household

additional

functions

have

been
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added

to

the
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Figure 101: Potential Map Zero Waste Buiksloterham

6.1 ZERO WASTE AMSTERDAM
Over the last few years the municipality of Amsterdam

The analysis of the current waste system of Amsterdam

showed interest in the circular economy and the function

shows that it is a centralized waste management system,

of waste in it. In 2012 the a research into the circular

see page 44. The household waste and waste water is

economy was carried out. The report ‘Towards the

collected from all over the city and transported to the

Amsterdam Circular Economy’ shows opportunities in

Westpoort, where for example the AEB incinerator and

the food, phosphate, waste, water, electricity and heat

the water treatment plant of Waternet are located. This

cycle of Amsterdam. The research was quite superficial,

centralized system is an efficient, but vulnerable system

but proved that Amsterdam was really interested in the

and does not contribute to the circularity of the city of

circular economy and the closing of cycles. In October

Amsterdam. The design interventions of Buiksloterham

2015, Circle Economy, TNO and Fabric published the

can help to change the centralized waste system into a

report ‘Amsterdam Circulair, een visie en routekaart voor

more decentralized system that fosters circularity. In order

de stad en de regio’, about a vision for Amsterdam as

to do so, understanding of the scales in relation to the

circular city and region. In the report it is stated that the

design interventions is necessary. The scales explored in

municipality of Amsterdam has high ambitions with the

the Amsterdam context are:

circular economy. The report is focused on the building
and construction sector and the organic waste flows. The

- household

vision that they present shows that Amsterdam has high

- block or street

potential to reduce the material use and the CO2 emissions

- neighbourhood

and to create opportunities for more employment (Kruk,

- district

Bastein, & Frijters, 2015).

- urban/metropolitan

For the application and use of the design for zero waste
Buiksloterham in the context of Amsterdam, the first

In appendix 4 you can find the different zero waste

issue to consider is the difference in the areas or zones in

interventions related to the scale. It is necessary to

Amsterdam. As I described in the theoretical framework,

implement zero waste interventions on every scale,

Metabolic (2014) developed a circular city framework

therefore an integrated, multilevel approach should be

with eight different zones. The Circular City Framework

taken in the development of zero waste Amsterdam. In the

is an interpretation of the Von Thunen model, where

map of zero waste Amsterdam the different scales become

the distance to a city determines the (optimal) land use

visible and some of the interventions are explained.

(DELVA Landscape Architects, Metabolic et al. 2016).

Next to the differences in the areas or zones of Amsterdam

The city center zone is characterized by a high density

and in the scales, the stage of the development of the

and less flexibility in buildings or technical interventions.

urban fabric is something that appeared to be important.

Within the around city center zone there is much more

Whether a house or neighbourhood is in the planning

opportunity to be self-sufficient. This zone can function as

stage, the design stage, the construction stage or usage

a hub in smart logistics and repairs. Water should be locally

stage, determines the possibilities for waste solutions.

processed and new circular industries can be housed here

The municipality of Amsterdam has the ambition to built

(Gladek, Van Odijk et al., 2014). The further from the city,

50.000 houses within the existing city borders because

the more extensive the use of the land is. This positioning

the population is expected to grow to 885,000 or 975,000

determines the choice of centralized or decentralized

until 2025. This means an enormous increase in household

solutions (DELVA Landscape Architects, Metabolic et al.,

waste as well. These new areas have an enormous potential

2016). Buiksloterham is located in the around city center

to integrate waste solutions or design interventions from

zone and the design interventions show that there are

the beginning on. Therefore these areas can function as

many opportunities for local waste solutions.

pioneer areas for zero waste Amsterdam.
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6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ZERO WASTE AMSTERDAM

6.3 BUIKSLOTERHAM IN RELATION TO ZERO WASTE

In order to understand how to apply and use the design for Buiksloterham in Amsterdam, I will give some recommendations

In order to understand how Buiksloterham relates to the

However, urban design can indirectly raise awareness by

for the metropolitan area of Amsterdam. The potentials for zero waste interventions in Amsterdam relate to the different

studies on zero waste cities and concepts, I will discuss

for example increasing the visibility of waste processing

areas or zones in Amsterdam, the scales, the mixed use character, the level of participation and the stage of the

five different issues that appeared to be important in the

in urban districts. This thesis shows that it is not possible

development.

development of zero waste cities.

to achieve the goal of zero waste by urban interventions

STUDIES

only: a change in production and design of products,
recommendation 01: The potential for zero waste Amsterdam can be firstly found in the new districts. These new

Zero Waste is a goal that is […] visionary to guide

for example, is necessary as well. Nevertheless, by only

districts should be developed as pioneer areas for zero waste Amsterdam. The infrastructure and technologies showed

people in changing their lifestyles and practices to

changing the production and design of products the zero

in this thesis should be implemented on different scales in these new districts. However, every area needs a customized

emulate sustainable natural cycles, where all discarded

waste city will be equally far from reality. In the process to

design.

materials are designed to become resources for other

zero waste cities, we need to combine the different zero

recommendation 02: The current Afvalpunten should be transformed into Resource Markets or Resource Hubs and

to use.

waste investigations, designs, visions and plans in order to

should be (more ) integrated in the urban context. A location near the water is preferred in order to make it possible that

Zero Waste means designing and managing products

really achieve the goal.

waste and resources are transported from and to these hubs over water.

and processes to systematically avoid and eliminate

recommendation 03: As soon as possible separation at the source should be introduced in the whole metropolitan

the volume […] of waste and materials, conserve and

Integrated Approach - The complexity in designing zero

area of Amsterdam. The inhabitants should separate their waste in eight different fractions. The current waste collection

recover all resources and not burn or bury them

waste cities relates to the different scales, to system thinking
and to an integrated approach. The social, economic,

points should be transformed into smart collection points where people can drop off six separate waste flows. Collection
points for the monthly waste flows should be promoted and communicated. The separation of household waste needs

Optimal Zero Waste Scale - As I discussed before,

political, technological and environmental contexts have

an awareness program as well. The visibility of waste collection and processing can contribute to the awareness.

the scales of waste are important to look at when zero

to be understood while working on zero waste concepts.

recommendation 04: Home composting should be supported by means of subsidies and awareness programmes.

waste concepts are to be developed. Fagan (2003) and

As I discussed before, the social context influences

recommendation 05: Amsterdam should attract both small scale and large scale recycling facilities to their metropolitan

Zapata and Hall (2013) approach waste in a ‘multi scalar’

the consumption and generation of waste, awareness,

area. These small scale facilities can often provide an interesting urban program and can therefore be integrated in the

perspective, waste as a result of a complex global,

behaviour and the extent of sustainable living. In the

urban area. The large scale facilities can find a place in or near the other waste industries of Amsterdam at the Westpoort.

national, local and individual processes. Lehmann (2010)

project for Buiksloterham these aspects are integrated

assumes that the city district as unit appears to be the

in the spatial interventions, for example in the layout of

effective scale to implement zero waste concepts. In the

the waste collection points. It became clear that urban

design for Buiksloterham it became clear that the ‘multi

interventions can contribute to the visibility of waste and

scalar’ perspective is needed to design on a city district

processing and that they can raise awareness. The economic

scale. The scheme in appendix 4 shows that in every scale

context includes the waste costs and benefits, stakeholder

household waste solutions and interventions should be

inclusion and feasibility. Although these aspects are not

implemented. The proposed interventions relate to each

really integrated in the design for Buiksloterham, I made

other and relate to different scales. It has been found

sure that in the stakeholder diagram and the reflection on

that the city unit or neighbourhood as starting point for

the interventions some recommendations related to the

zero household waste concepts is effective because this

economic context are done. The political context refers to

scale can link the individual (household) scale to the urban

waste regulation, awareness programs and waste export

scale. However the multi scalar perspective should be

and import. In this project it became clear that the political

emphasized, because connections and interrelationships

context is a really important context to be integrated in

between scales are essential.

a zero waste neighbourhood. Without the support and

Figure 102: Aerial Photo Amsterdam

power of a municipality for example, the realization of a
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System Thinking - As discussed before, Zaman and

zero waste concept can be difficult. The explanation of

Lehmann (2011) point out that ‘to make the ‘zero waste

Saldivar-Sali (2010) turns out to be of tremendous value:

city’ concept a reality, we will need to rethink the way

‘local governments and agencies can influence solid waste

we design, produce, maintain/operate and recycle all

generation, reuse and recycling rates by providing material

products, buildings, neighbourhoods, and cities. This

recovery and recycling facilities at strategic locations’.

thesis only touches upon a small part of this system thinking

Offering incentives to neighbourhoods, businesses that

in waste management. I explored household waste in an

reuse, recycle or recover materials and other contributors

urban district and focused on the spatial implications,

to a circular economy can help in the transition towards

integration in the urban fabric and the urban quality. The

sustainable waste management (Saldivar-Sali, 2010). The

design, production, maintaining and recycling of products

technological context consists of (new) waste treatment

is not touched upon. Figure 103 shows the ‘drivers for

technologies and new infrastructure. In the design for

transforming current cities into zero waste cities’. The six

Buiksloterham some state-of-the-art technologies are

main drivers are not all directly related to urban design.

integrated (the sanitary waste recycling plant for example).

109

of best available technologies (BAT): Several million

circular cities. Sijmons (2014) points out that sustainable

inhabitants are watching the process on a daily basis,

techniques become interesting for (urban) designers when

which thus increases the likelihood that environmental

they influence the (use of) public space, in other words

standards are strictly observed.

when they have an impact on the urban fabric. How can

02 - There is a better balance of intangible benefits

sustainable techniques contribute to circular thinking and

between the city and its hinterland: Today, the hinterland

at the same time determine the urban landscape. There

gets the wastes and pollution from the primary production

are four ways to do so according to Sijmons (2014):

as well as by recycling, and the city gets the ‘clean’ utility

1 - Designers can design a circular infrastructure in which

of the resources.

sustainable applications are designed attractive and

03 - The public has a chance to become aware of the large

experienceable, without aiming for a specific impact on

material flows that are associated with modern life

the other urban tissue.

04 - Finally, the city will become less reliant on imported

2. Designers can use circular infrastructure as a planning

resources by taking advantage of its own secondary

instrument. In that way certain facilities can control or

resource base’ (Brunner, 2011)

direct urban development, for example densification
along a heat network.

Figure 103: drivers for transforming current cities into zero waste cities
adopted from Zaman & Lehmann (2011)

The above listed reasons show that re-industrialization of

3 - Designers can spatially design infrastructures that are

the city (district) can have many benefits. Nevertheless,

the result of the closing of material flows. In that way new

in an article about the productive city of Brussels Borret

urban fabric can be designed.

(2016) states that in general knowledge on mixed

4 - Designers can search for ways to create an added value

development projects is lacking. Issues as how to deal

of material flows that go through the city, for example by

with noise and loading and unloading come up. Borret

making use of water or goods that are not utilized in the

(2016) states that we have to design typologies, urban

city.

fabric and public space that can deal with ‘dirty’ industrial
It is not just about the inclusion of technologies. The

The 100% recycling rate is an ambitious and perhaps

acceptance of the people is also important. By adding

unlikely goal. This is due to the need for ‘sinks’, such as

an attractive function to the biorefinery (a quite new

incinerators for the non-recyclable residues of the urban

technology in urban districts) this can be accomplished.

metabolism (Brunner, 2011). This corresponds to the

The environmental context covers the environmental

recommended split for a zero waste city of Lehmann (2010)

aspects (emissions, resource depletions, recovery from

and the estimations based on the design for zero waste

waste). These aspects can always be seen in zero waste

Buiksloterham. However, as Wheeler (2013) and Zaman

projects, although they are more embedded and less

and Lehmann (2011a) point out, the main challenge is and

demonstrable, as the environmental context is the rim for

will be the reduction of the waste volume. That is why we

all other spheres (Zaman and Lehmann, 2011).

could not say that urban designers or other stakeholders
can solely achieve the 100% zero waste goal. Reduction

100% Zero Waste? - The 85% zero waste number that

of waste requires more fundamental changes in consumer

is estimated from the design for Buiksloterham is already

attitudes, business procedures and economic ideology.

explained and discussed on page 98. Lehmann (2010)
defined the recommended split for a zero waste city:

Re-industrialized City - This thesis has shown that
household waste solutions or interventions can be included

re-use and recycling			

min. 60%

in a neighbourhood or urban district. These solutions

composting of organic waste		

20-30%

can even bring urban quality to the area and can really

incineration with energy recovery		

max. 10%

contribute to the achievement of the zero waste goal.

				(only what cannot be recycled)

Brunner (2011) points out that urban mining (the recovery
of materials) performs best when recycling facilities are

These numbers correspond nearly with the estimated

located within the city because of energy saving and

numbers for Buiksloterham:

shorter transport. Besides he states that there are more

re-use and recycling			

60%

composting of organic waste		

25%

incineration with energy recovery		

15%

reasons to re-industrialize the city:
01 - ‘Having potentially polluting recycling facilities inside
the city boundaries can prompt the rigorous application
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activities in comfortable neighbourhoods. We have to

In this thesis

admit that at the other side of the park there can be some

infrastructure in which attractive and experienceable

urban design is used to design a circular

industrial activities (Borret, 2016). This thesis has shown

sustainable applications are designed (1). For example

that by integrating waste related industries and activities

the biorefinery with botanical greenhouse and swimming

in Buiksloterham new urban qualities and a comfortable,

pool are sustainable applications that is designed in an

zero waste neighbourhood can be developed.

attractive and experienceable way, without a direct change
of the urban tissue. Urban design is also used to design

6.4 THE TRANSITION TO CIRCULAR CITIES

infrastructures that are the result of the closing of material
flows (3). In the new housing districts in Buiksloterham

The circular city is a metaphor for a new way of looking

the helophyte filters and grey water sewage system are

at the city and of organizing it according to Koenders

infrastructures that are the result of the closing of the grey

and De Vries (2015). In the transition to circular cities

water flow and are determining the urban fabric.

linear processes, from extraction to waste, will be (partly)

Nevertheless, in the transition to circular cities there is

replaced by circular processes and lasting connections

more needed than urban design. As Zaman and Lehmann

will be made between flows (Koenders & De Vries, 2015).

(2011) point out: 25% of the reduction of emissions will

According to DELVA Landscape Architects et al. (2016)

have to come from behaviour change. We have to think

energy, biodiversity, society, health, added value and

and act different and we have to invest in new ways of

flexibility and adaptability are, next to materials, indicators

working, producing and consuming. As I explained

of a circular city. They define the circular city as ‘a resilient

before, collaboration, co-creation and communication

city, which constantly reinvents. A healthy city that makes

of stakeholders are important drivers in the transition.

optimal use of flows and preserves and strengthens

The

the diversity of nature and culture’ (DELVA Landscape

multidisciplinary field. In this context the urban designer

Architects, Metabolic, & Studioninedots, 2016).

could take on a new, overarching, role by coordinating,

transition

has

to

take

place

in

an

extremely

steering, visualizing, giving advice, designing, co-creating
The Role of Urban Design - Urban design can be of great

and communicating. The ability to think in short and long

value in the transition to circular cities. This thesis showed

term, to connect approaches and stakeholders and to

that designers can (re)design the urban fabric or spatial

operate in a multi scalar context is of great importance to

interventions in order to contribute in the transition to

make the transition to circular cities possible.
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7.0 Conclusions
Waste is one of the core problems in sustainable city

neighbourhood, urban and national scale have been

design. In current city planning waste management

studied. Most of the challenges can be found in the

systems are often disregarded. However, concepts that

social context, for example behaviour change and public

deal with waste and resources within urban areas are

participation. The main challenge according to Zaman

getting more and more attention. ‘Zero waste’ is one of

and Lehmann (2011) is reduction of the waste volume.

the most visionary concepts for solving waste problems.

Next to the challenges in the design of a zero waste

This thesis focused on the question:

neighbourhood, it has been found that there is hardly any

‘To make the zero waste city concept a reality, we need to rethink the way we design, produce,
maintain/operate, and recycle all products, buildings, neighborhoods, and cities.’
Zaman and Lehmann (2011)

information or literature about local or small scale waste
How can we develop (spatial) interventions for zero
waste Buiksloterham and how could the outcome be
applied in the transition to circular cities?

solutions. Therefore a booklet with a collection of different
waste solutions to use in urban districts is developed.
The waste solutions are determined by urban quality,
scale, investment, vicinity to housing, participation and

In order to answer this main research question, seven

implementability.

research questions were defined to contribute to a

A design research framework is developed to design

final answer. The first research question related to the

(spatial) interventions for zero waste Buiksloterham.

concept of zero waste neighbourhoods. A zero waste

The waste solutions are used in the system design to

neighbourhood is a neighbourhood where 90% of the

define the design interventions for Buiksloterham. Seven

generated household waste and waste water flows are

design interventions are integrated in the urban fabric

being re-used, recycled or composted, preferably within

of Buiksloterham: Resource Market, Productive Street,

the neighbourhood limits or in a close-by sphere. The

Biorefinery,

Circular City Framework of Metabolic (2014), based on the

Smart Collection Points and Separate Sewage System.

Van Thunen model, can be used to understand the spheres

It has been estimated that by implementing these

of a circular city. While studying waste management

interventions Buiksloterham could transform in a 85%

systems the social, economic, political, technological

zero waste neighbourhood. The design showed that there

and environmental contexts are crucial to understand.

are five conditions that contribute to the development

This thesis aimed to develop (spatial) interventions

of Buiksloterham as zero waste neighbourhood: the

for zero waste Buiksloterham, a neighbourhood in the

available space, the mixed use area development, the

north of Amsterdam. Buiksloterham will be developed

level of participation of stakeholders, the different

into a circular area, where experiments and innovations

stages of development and the scale. The interventions

take place. Therefore Buiksloterham is assigned as

in Buiksloterham can provide interesting urban program,

Living Lab, an experimental area where developers and

contribute to the urban quality of the area and create a

inhabitants can use new materials and technologies that

new public domain. Next to the spatial interventions, it

now are forbidden by law. Part of the circular vision for

is important to focus on raising awareness around waste

Buiksloterham is the aim for zero waste Buiksloterham, the

generation, as 25% of the reduction of emissions will have

topic of this thesis. In order to understand the context

to come from behaviour change according to Zaman and

of Buiksloterham, an in-depth analysis of the area and

Lehmann (2011).

the current waste management system is done. By 2034

After the design for Buiksloterham, the interventions are

Buiksloterham will be transformed from an industrial area

reflected in the context of Amsterdam. The potentials for

into a mixed use area, where different housing typologies

zero waste Amsterdam can be firstly found in the new

are mixed with several industrial and commercial activities.

districts. These areas should be developed as pioneer

The population and the household waste flow will increase

areas for zero waste Amsterdam. The current Afvalpunten

25 times. Nowadays the waste management system of

should be transformed into Resource Hubs, integrated

Buiksloterham is a linear and centralized system that

in the urban context. Next to these Resource Hubs, the

functions on an urban and national scale. Only 27% of the

separated collection of household waste should be

household waste is separated.

introduced in the whole metropolitan area of Amsterdam.

In order to understand the challenges in the design of a

The outcome of this thesis contributes to the studies

zero waste neighbourhood case studies on household,

of zero waste cities. It has been found that the city unit
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Helophyte

Filters,

Home

Composting,

or neighbourhood as starting point for zero household

transition the urban designer could take on a new role

waste concepts is effective because this scale can link

by coordinating, steering, visualizing, giving advice,

the individual (household) scale to the urban scale. The

designing, co-creating and communicating. I believe that

multi scalar perspective should be emphasized, because

by co-creating, collaborating and communicating, we can

connections and interrelationships between scales are

make the transition to circular cities possible.

essential. This thesis shows that it is not possible to
achieve the goal of zero waste by urban interventions
only: a change in production and design of products,

Recommendations for Future Research - Zaman and

for example, is necessary as well. In the transition to

Lehmann (2011) point out: ‘Education, training and

zero waste cities, we need to combine the different zero

research are some of the major elements of an overall

waste investigations, designs, visions and plans in order

policy required to bring about the changes associated

to achieve the zero waste goal. Related to the different

with adapting to, and mitigating, the impact of climate

contexts, it became clear that urban interventions can

change. The contribution from universities and researchers

contribute to the visibility of waste and processing and

to this transition process is of highest significance’.

that they can raise awareness and that the political context
is a really important context to be integrated in a zero

1.0 - The development of a model to test the effects and

waste neighbourhood. Without the support and power of

influence of zero waste interventions within the different

a municipality for example, the realization of a zero waste

contexts of waste management (social, political, technical,

concept can be difficult.

economic and environmental)

The 100% recycling rate is an ambitious and perhaps
unlikely goal. This is due to the need for ‘sinks’, such as

2.0 - The development of a model to measure the impact

incinerators for the non-recyclable residues of the urban

of the zero waste interventions on the reduction, re-use

metabolism (Brunner, 2011). As Wheeler (2013) and Zaman

and recycling rates

and Lehmann (2011a) point out, the main challenge is and
will be the reduction of the waste volume. Reduction of

3.0 - Further investigation is required of the role of

waste requires more fundamental changes in consumer

stakeholders, the coalitions and ways to collaborate in the

attitudes, business procedures and economic ideology.

transition to circular cities

In this thesis urban design is used to design a circular
infrastructure in which attractive and experienceable

4.0 - Development and implementation of a Living Lab for

sustainable applications are integrated and to design

zero waste interventions

infrastructures that are the result of the closing of material
flows. It has been shown that zero waste interventions can

5.0 - Further investigation is required of the multi scalar

be integrated in an urban area, can bring urban quality

approach in zero waste cities in relation to the Circular

and in that way can contribute to the achievement of

City Framework of Metabolic (2014)

the zero waste goal. Nevertheless, in the transition to
circular cities there is more needed than urban design. We

6.0 - Investigation is required of general typologies that

have to think and act different and we have to invest in

can deal with industrial (zero waste) activities in urban

new ways of working, producing and consuming. In the

districts
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APPENDIX 2

Zero Waste Case Studies

APPENDIX 1

Waste Numbers Buiksloterham

neighbourhood scale

Capannori, Italy (Connett, 2013), http://www.zerowasteeurope.eu/zw-library/case-studies/
•

Ontario, Canada (Connett, 2013)
•

Goteborg, Sweden (Connett, 2013)
•

Cairo, Egypt (Connett, 2013)
•

Vrhnika, Slovenia http://www.zerowasteeurope.eu/zw-library/case-studies/
•

Priula and Treviso, Italy http://www.zerowasteeurope.eu/zw-library/case-studies/
•

Ljubljana, Slovenia http://www.zerowasteeurope.eu/zw-library/case-studies/
•

Gipuzkoa, Basque Country, Spain (Connett, 2013) http://www.zerowasteeurope.eu/zw-library/case-studies/

Household Waste in kg

Bulky Waste
huisvuil
karton
kleding
woningtextiel
wit- en bruingoed
oud ijzer
tuinafval
harde kunststoffen
vlakglas
matrassen
hout
meubels hout
meubels bekleed
bouw- en sloopafval
vloerbedekking
huisraad
overig grofvuil

Metals
Organic Waste
Yard Waste
Paper and Cardboard
Plastics
plastic type 1: PET
plastic type 2: HDP
plastic type 3: PVC
plastic type 4: LDPE
plastic type 5: PP
plastic type 6: PS
plastic type 7: other plastics

Textiles
Glass
Hazardous Waste
Drinking Cartons
Sanitary Waste
Cat Litter
Other Waste

Total

Grey Water
Black Water
Industrial Water

-

5%

18,1%

3%
1%
1%
3%
3%

2%

10%

1%
3%
42%
1%
12%
5%
2%
1%
4%

2,9%
21,5%
3,4%

6,4%

16,8%

12,8%
17,6%
2,9%
23,9%
24,3%
6,6%
11,7%

4,6%
8,6%
0,3%
1,2%
5,8%
2,4%
8,1%

0

0

0

0

27%

58%

16%

7,6%

38%

0

0

65%

53%

50%

38%

50%

45%

6,5%

97%

38%

25%

53%

46%

84%

58%

59%

44%

38%

44%

69%

separation %

•

%

Vancouver, Canada http://vancouver.ca/green-vancouver/zero-waste.aspx

100%

San Francisco, USA (Connett, 2013)
•

Number of Inhabitants

•
Import Bulky Waste Amsterdam North

national scale

Australia (Connett, 2013)
•

New Zealand (Connett, 2013)
•

Flanders, Belgium (Connett, 2013)
•

Argentona, Spain http://www.zerowasteeurope.eu/zw-library/case-studies/
•

The Philippines (Connett, 2013)

27%

46,1%

7%

1,8%

23,4%

2,7%
18,4%
0,3%

73%

9%

7,7%

6%
1,8%

4%

1,3%

1,5%

3%

18%

6%

2,4%

4%
3%
21%
8%
4%
1,6%
6%

1,4%
29,5%
4,7%

8,1%

14,4%

5,3%
4,9%
0,3%
1,6%
7,9%

11%

3,2%

370

3,3485

66,97

2,0091
0,6697
0,6697
2,0091
2,0091
6,697
1,3394
0,6697
2,0091
28,1274

8,0364

0,6697

3,3485
1,3394
0,6697
2,6788

10,73
79,55
12,58
62,16
23,68
3,03104
4,16768
0,68672
5,65952
5,75424
1,56288
2,77056

17,02
31,82
1,11
4,44
21,46
8,88
29,97

-

huishoudelijk afval

252

2378730

6429
642257,1

1736472,9

BSH 2035
incinerated

68065,2

BSH 2035
separated

252

BSH 2034

25174,8

BSH 2013
incinerated

252

BSH 2014 in BSH 2013
total
separated

93240

incinerated
per person
per year
(Amsterdam,
2014)

270,1

-

12102,264621

134469,6069

99,9

9425,241879

kg/m3

150

m3 per year
2034 BSH

m3 opslag
per week

143,51671 2,75993673076923

17,2220052 0,331192407692308

296080,5231

17,2220052 0,331192407692308

21527,5065

8068,176414

250

645,825195 12,4197152884615

430550,13

4848,327486

2420,4529242

20

250

474,377148

12916,5039

1885,0483758

5378,784276

1748,1048897

5270,8572

4305,5013

7537,719624

2557,3964103

369,444852

316,251432

4305,5013

11605,5828

94,8754296

12916,5039

843,822

190,041768

68,5211436

16876,44

506,2932

73,8889704

210,834288

1,8783

168,7644

295,458912

100,2432564

20,87

1,2522

168,7644

46,1

0,37566

506,2932

1,69605

0,6261

3,7566

0,31305

337,5288

1687,644

506,2932

190,041768

42,2638272

179,403084

738,889704

427,230342

316,251432

126,5005728

158,125716

948,754296

79,062858

12916,5039

4305,5013

8611,0026

43055,013

12916,5039

4848,327486

1078,2307344

4576,914393

18850,483758

10899,4597965

8068,176414

3227,2705656

4034,088207

24204,529242

2017,0441035

150

1200

50

300

400

86,110026 1,65596203846154

3,58791775 0,0689984182692308

143,51671 2,75993673076923

32,29125975 0,620985764423077

80 161,45629875 3,10492882211539

0,29404

0,8348

0,27131

2,9404

506,2932

168,7644

3,6537

0,8348

1,6696

4,3827

0,6261

0,8348

168,7644

337,5288

843,822

2025,1728

168,7644

7088,1048

84,4306848

126,694512

422,153424

918,292788

10,638684

6877,270512

316,251432

84,3337152

210,834288

421,668576

1106,880012

158,125716

210,834288

17222,0052

4305,5013

8611,0026

21527,5065

51666,0156

4305,5013

180831,0546

9153,828786

2153,9875896

3232,218324

10769,937948

23427,398151

271,413093000001

175452,270324

8068,176414

2151,5137104

5378,784276

10757,568552

28238,617449

4034,088207

5378,784276

200

200

150

300

21,5275065 0,413990509615385

57,406684 1,10397469230769

360 59,7986291666667
1,14997363782051

300

86,110026 1,65596203846154

172,220052 3,31192407692308

0,7133

1,2522

0,50088

1,6789

0,33392

358,806168

172,220052 3,31192407692308

14,351671 0,275993673076923

61 2964,44351803279
57,0085291929382

0,5046

675,0576

27,2926

0,33578

1,2522

0

7

38,76

12,58

79,55

3,73

5967,36

15664,32

3170,16

20046,6

2703,96

453,1464

5890,9032

0

0

1762,236

5514,2136

9773,4168

3170,16

20046,6

941,724

152238,72

399626,64

80876,82

511426,95

68983,17

11560,6278

150288,1614

0

0

44957,997

140678,0922

249338,4786

80876,82

511426,95

24025,173

62,8254869593925
46,6 3266,92532188841

120

300

400

400

269,5894 5,18441153846154

1278,567375 24,5878341346154

1450,06848

1426,19904

173,05344

1050,25536

763,82208

36994,00896

36385,05408

4414,92288

26794,01472

19486,55616

50

50

50

50

26

739,8801792

727,7010816

88,2984576

535,8802944

3,86452135384615

14,2284649846154

13,9942515692308

1,69804726153846

10,3053902769231

8018,64

4289,04

4632,1632

679,7196

3386,4768

3609,3204

204570,78

109421,58

118175,3064

17340,9417

86395,4736

92080,6383

300

250

681,9026 13,1135115384615

437,68632 8,41704461538462

6,8507424

200,9551104

14,32

356,2386048

50

13,42

50

10047,75552

2,7

17811,93024

18,4

356,8095 6,86172115384615
28544,76

5209,4187
80

0

1926,7713

237,873 4,57448076923077

862,289625 16,5824927884615

7136,19

160

28544,76

137966,34

150

240

1118,88

57089,52

204,1956

0

192677,13

0

137966,34

0

0

75,5244

57089,52

279,72

5407,92

192677,13

1118,88

0

7552,44

2237,76

0,81

5407,92

0

0

4,44
21,46

7552,44

2237,76

0
0

8,88

349000000

250

0

21,884316 0,420852230769231

167000

349000

0

16977,6635332379
299,562960079215

1284,5142 24,7021961538462
29,97

2381108,73 931298,53285861876054,8258414

167000000

68233,9644

60700000

291,66522 99288,66528 25099,2756

0

99,7

28000000

5471,079

45500000

0

10700000

68,98317

430,55013

45500000

6,898317

80,87682

511,42695

43,055013

51,142695

2,70396

8,087682

16,87644

20,0466

39,962664

1,687644

3,17016

0,270396
2,00466

15,66432

300

0

0,3

698,18112

393,84576

749,482929230769 14,4131332544379

3330,222 64,0427307692308

172,457925 3,31649855769231

0

21,88

4798,82626634945
92,2851205067203

1,8

23,4

0

0,0435999999999999

1,4266

0,756899999999999

0,16882

0,756899999999999

1,1743

0,39839

1,4702

separated per
person per
year in kg
(Amsterdam,
2014)

•
total per
person per
year in kg
(Amsterdam,
2014)

Sicily (Connett, 2013)
amount of the
total
household
waste

India (Connett, 2013)
•

amount of the
total
separated
waste

•

394,00264

10000

0,317016

399,62664

1,566432

0
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Kamikatsu, Japan (Connett, 2013)
•

urban scale

0

APPENDIX 3

Explanations calculations Sankey diagram Zero Waste Buiksloterham

Bulky Waste - The bulky waste flow exists of 17 different

One paper workshop can process 75 kg of paper per day.

fractions. The separation of these 17 fractions can be done

That means that five paper workshops can process 375

in Buiksloterham. After the separation some flows can be

kilograms of paper per day, which represents 35% of the

processed, reused or recycled in Buiksloterham, while

total waste paper flow. 55% of the paper waste should be

others have to leave to another

still processed in another facility and 10% of the paper

Organic Waste

industry or to the incinerator. Clothing, textiles, white and

goes to the incinerator.

Yard Waste

brown goods, furniture and huisraad can be partly sold in

Plastics - The plastics flow can be separated in seven

a second hand shop for example. Some of the construction

different types of plastics. Some of these types can be

and demolition waste and wood can be reused and sold

used as resource for small plastic workshops. In the plan

in the DIY store. Yard waste and some of the wood can

BSH 2034 in kg

processing inside BSH in kg

processing outside BSH in kg

incineration in kg

430550

142081,5

142081,5

142081,5

68983

0

64154,19

4828,81

511427

511427

0

0

80877

80877

0

0

Paper and Cardboard

399627

139869,45

219794,85

39962,7

Plastics

152239

91343,4

38059,75

22835,85

for zero waste Buiksloterham there are six small plastic

Textiles

109422

101762,46

0

7659,54

be digested in the biorefinery. Because of the complexity

workshops planned and a larger plastic facility in the south

Glass

204571

81828,4

122742,6

0

of this flow, I estimate that 33% will be processed within

of the area. The capacity of the small workshops is difficult

7136

2140,8

4995,2

to define because I could not find reference projects

Hazardous Waste

0

the area, 33% outside Buiksloterham and 33% will be
incinerated, based on the composition of the flow and the

where numbers are known. Therefore I estimate that 60%

Drinking Cartons

28545

17127

7136,25

4281,75

known numbers for textiles and compostable waste for

of the plastics are processed in Buiksloterham, 25% will be

137966

137966

0

0

example.

processed outside the area (specific plastic sorts) and 15%

Cat Litter

57090

57090

0

0

Organic Waste - The organic waste can be processed in

is incinerated.

Other Waste

192677

0

0

192677

2381110

1361372,21

596109,94

419322,35

57,1738479112683

25,034960165637

17,6103728933145

processing/recycling

the biorefinery in Buiksloterham. The biorefinery has the

Textiles - For the textiles waste flow it is researched that

capacity for the whole area. The outputs are fertilizer and

56% is still wearable, 37% is recyclable and 7% is waste

biogas, which can be partly used in the area. The other

(Custers, Hopstaken, & van der Maesen, 2014). That

fertilizer and biogas can be used in the metropolitan

means that if separated well, 56% of the textiles can be

area of Amsterdam and is then a resource. Important to

reused and sold in the second hand shop or via individual

realize is that for organic waste separation at the source

second hand sale. 37% of the textiles can be recycled into

is important. Therefore I assumed that every household in

textiles for industrial purposes or into resources for new

Buiksloterham separates organic waste, then a near 100%

textiles and 7% has to be incinerated. The 51% recycling

organic waste processing in Buiksloterham can take place.

can be partly done in Buiksloterham in a small scale textile

Yard Waste - The yard waste can be composted in compost

workshop along the Papaverweg and partly outside of the

bins in private gardens or can be processed in the

area because of the complexity of producing.

biorefinery as well. Therefore I assume that a near 100%

Glass - In 2009 91,8% of all the glass waste was recycled

yard waste processing can take place in Buiksloterham as

in the Netherlands. The glass can be not recycled in

well.

Buiksloterham because of the complexity of the process.

Metals - Metals can be separated from the other waste in

Therefore the glass is cleaned and shredded and then

the Resource Market. After the separation the metals can

exported to a glass recycling industry.

be crushed and formed into bales to reduce the volume.

Hazardous Waste - Hazardous waste is something that is

The metal waste can then leave Buiksloterham to a metal

hard to understand. I could not find information on the

processing industry where the metals are recycled. 93%

composition of the hazardous waste flow. Therefore it was

of the metals are recycled in the Netherlands in 2013

hard to calculate or make estimations. Because hazardous

(Ruijsbroek, 2015).

waste is a really complicated and dangerous flow, special

Paper and Cardboard - The paper waste flow is estimated

treatment is needed. Therefore I assume that the hazardous

to be 399,626 kilograms per year (1095 kilograms per day)

waste will be processed outside Buiksloterham and most

by 2034 in Buiksloterham. In 2014 85% of all the paper was

of this flow will be incinerated.

recycled in the Netherlands (PRN, 2014). In general, 90%

Drinking Cartons - For the recycling of drinking cartons

of the paper is collectable and recyclable. In the design

I used the same numbers of the plastic recycling in

for Buiksloterham five small paper workshops are planned.

Buiksloterham: 60% of the processed in Buiksloterham,
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Bulky Waste
Metals

Residual Waste

total
%

25% processed outside the area and 15% incinerated.
Sanitary Waste - Sanitary waste recycling techniques are
quite new and under development. Nevertheless, the
machine of Diaper recycling technology can locally process
residual waste and has the capacity to process more
residual waste then is being generated in Buiksloterham.
Cat Litter - Cat litter is a waste flow that can be easily
turned into organic waste when using organic cat litter. In
that way the cat litter can be processed in the biorefinery
as well. For 2034 I suppose that all the cat litter used
in Buiksloterham is organic and can be digested (or
composted) in the area.
Other Waste - The composition of the other waste is
unclear. Therefore I suppose that this whole flow will be
incinerated.
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APPENDIX 4

Zero Waste Interventions per Scale
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